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Abstract
Picosecond laser-plasma interactions have been studied experimentally using a 1ps, 1-pm laser interacting with solid targets. The experiments have been conducted
with a detailed knowledge of the laser pulse shape. High intensity contrast laser pulses
ensure that no preformed plasma exists before the arrival of the main picosecond pulse
in an intensity range where nonlinear processes start to dominate the laser absorption
namely from 1014 to 1016 ~ / c m 2 .
When no preformed plasma exists, the resonantly oscillating field at the critical
surface can be significantly enhanced and can accelerate plasma particles to
superthermal energies. This field enhancement was studied in terms of the amplitude of
p-polarized (laser electric field vector component parallel to the plane of incidence)
component through an extensive characterization of the ion blowoff including the ion
current, angular dismbution, ion charge state as a function of velocity and velocity
dismbution. Two primary findings from this characterization are: 1) the ion blowoff
characteristics depend entirely on the p-polarized component of laser and not on the
laser energy, and 2) the nonthermal electrons driving the plasma expansion are highly
monoenergetic. These findings are supported by several other plasma diagnostics
which include laser energy absorption, continuum and Ka x-ray measurements.
It is suggested from the experimental observation that the electrons are accelerated
by the ponderomotive force in the resonantly oscillating field. The intensity
enhancement at the critical surface was calculated based on the ponderomotive picture
using experimentally measured electron kinetic energy. The experimental values are
compared with theoretical values that include plasma-wave dispersion effects on the
resonantly oscillating field strength. The ponderomotive acceleration mechanism is
compared to wavebreaking as an explanation for the nonthermal electron acceleration.
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Preface
When intense laser pulses (exceeding the breakdown threshold of solids) irradiate
solid materials, the absorption of the laser energy creates a system of high temperature
ionized matter. This system is called a plasma because the particles in the system
respond to external or induced fields collectively depending on the temperature and
density. This collective behavior of plasma is the source of a wide range of laserplasma interaction phenomena such as the excitation of plasma waves and their
instabilities, energy transport and hydrodynamic motion. These phenomena have been
investigated primarily in the context of laser fusion feasibility research since the late
1960's.' Therefore, the interaction time scale at the focus of attention has been from a
few tens of picoseconds to a few nanoseconds that is determined by the hydrodynamics
of plasmas.
However, the recent development of ultra-short pulse (< 1 ps) laser systems 2-5
using techniques such as a chirped pulse amplification and compression (CPAC) 6 has
opened the opportunities of studying laser-matter (plasma) interactions with time scales
of order of or less than one picosecond. Much interest in studying short-pulse laserplasma interactions has been driven by the possibility of producing ultra-short x-ray
pulses.7-1

These pulses can be used to study the structure and electronic states of

matter with extremely high temporal resolution. These x-rays can also be used as a
calibration source for temporal measurements.7' *' l2 The interaction of a short laser
pulse with a plasma itself provides unique physical conditions such as high temperature
solid density material, l3 steep density gradient plasmas, 14' l5 and recombination xray lasers l 6 from a rapidly cooling plasma. The systematic development of the
applications and study of these kinds of plasmas are based on understanding the
mechanism of the ultra-short laser-plasma interaction.

Recent investigations have revealed that the absorption of a short-pulse laser is
consistent with the FresneVDrude models for moderate laser intensities (up to mid 1014
Wlcm*). They have also inferred the scale length, L,

2

(Vn$&)-l, of plasmas using

the dependence of absorption on laser incident angle and polarization. On the other
hand, the occurrence of non-linear processes at higher intensities, which has been
indicated by several authors,17' l8 remains to be explored. The present work deals
with this intensity regime. In particular, it has been found that resonantly enhanced
laser electric fields play a significant role in the absorption processes at the critical
surface where the electron plasma frequency equals the incident laser frequency. It is
shown that the field enhancement is determined by plasma-wave dispersion effects 19'

20 by comparing the experimental results and theoretical calculations. The concomitant
high energy electron acceleration by the enhanced ponderomotive force is consistent
with the experimental observations presented in this thesis.
This investigation is based on a series of experimental observations of plasmas
created by l-pm, I-ps laser pulses incident on solid A1 planar targets. Since it is
desirable to incorporate as many plasma diagnostics as possible to investigate the
interaction processes in detail, extensive plasma characterizations have been carried out
on laser absorption and the emission of ions, electrons and x-rays. The important
results are the measurement of the laser intensity enhancement at the critical surface and
the characterization of concomitant high energy electron and ion production. The
experimental results are interpreted by a theory that couples electromagnetic wave
propagation in a short scale length plasma with resonantly oscillating plasma waves at
the critical density. The resulting ponderomotive potential is used to explain the
generation of high energy electrons (16 keV) and ions (S100 keV). The picture of
ponderomotive acceleration is examined against the conventional wavebreaking
mechanism for high energy particle production and found to be consistent with the
present experimental conditions.

In studying ultra-short laser interaction, it is very important to control the level of
prepulse or satellite emission. Several improvements have been made for the CPAC
system in the Laboratory for Laser Energetics to suppress the prepulse to an intensity
below 10-5 of the main pulse.21 Having control over the intensity contrast allows
comparison of interaction characteristics with and without the existence of preformed
plasmas. In the present work, the temporal laser pulse shape is measured with a
dynamic range of the five orders of magnitude ensuring that a high contrast 1-ps pulse
interacts with solid material. In fact significant changes in interaction characteristics
from the low contrast to the high contrast pulse interaction have been observed and
particular emphasis is put on the characterization of the high contrast interactions.
The thesis consists of six chapters. An overview of previous work on plasma
interactions with short-pulse lasers as well as long pulse lasers is given in chapter I to
define and clarify the boundary of the present work in the context of existing work.
Chapter I1 contains a review of theoretical work that is vital to this work such as
electromagnetic wave propagation in plasma, laser electric field enhancement at the
resonance point (critical surface) and its limiting mechanisms, and an isothermal plasma
expansion model on which the ion measurements are based. Experimental procedures
and diagnostics are described in chapter I11 followed by the experimental results in
chapter IV. Chapter V covers further discussion of the results and comparison with
theoretical models. Finally, chapter VI summarizes the work
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CHAPTER I
Short and long pulse laser-produced plasmas
1-1 Introduction
Because of the transient nature of laser produced plasmas, the basic parameters such as
temperature and density have significant spatial variations within an expanding plasma.
This variation is usually represented by scale lengths such as the density- and
temperature-scale length of the plasma. For example the electron density scale length is
defined Ln = (Vn,/n,)-1. The temperature scale length is usually longer than that of
electron density due to the long electron heat conduction range. Of the two scale
lengths, the density scale length Ln plays an important role in the interaction of light
with plasmas since, for example, it controls the rate of light absorption or dispersion of
unstable modes of plasma instabilities. Earlier work has dealt mostly with plasmas
with L,, longer than the interacting laser wavelength, h

~ For
. the short-pulse plasmas,

on the other hand, the scale length is expected to be shorter than hL. This is the new
feature of the short-pulse laser-plasma interaction.
Although the interaction mechanisms in the short-pulse plasmas are expected to be
different from those of long-pulse plasmas, much about short-pulse plasmas can be
learned from the comparison of these two kinds of plasmas. There have been a number
of studies done for short-pulse laser-plasma interactions covering a wide range of laser
intensity (1011 - 1016 WIcm2) and pulse width (160 fs - 1 ps) as well as laser wave
length (0.25 pm - 1 pm).

The interaction characteristics of these studies vary

depending on the experimental conditions. It is helpful to know what has been learned
about short-pulse interactions to clarify the present work boundary. Therefore, the
present chapter is devoted to a review of recent short-pulse plasma investigations as
well as previous work on long-pulse plasmas.

1-2 Overview of previous work
I-2-a Short-pulse laser interaction studies
Previous experimental work of short-pulse laser-plasma interaction can be divided
into four categories: 1) absorption (reflectivity) measurements, 2) plasma expansion
characterizations, 3) interaction of solid state matter with intense laser light and 4) short
x-ray pulse generation and its characterization. They are further divided into two
groups in terms of laser pulse width used for the experiments: 1 ps and less than 0.5
PS.
Absorption measurements have been done at 1 ps l3 and 250 fs lo '

' with 1-pm

and 0.25-pm pulses, respectively, incident on metal targets such as Al, Cu and Au.
, measured absorption has been
With 250 fs pulses and intensity < 1014 ~ / c m 2 the
found to be consistent with the FresneVDrude model or linear metal optics.10 The
model is valid in the limit of no hydrodynamic motion (expansion) of the plasma that
causes a significant penetration of the incident laser field into the overdense or solid
density plasma. The absorption is attributed to electron-ion collisions driven by laser
but finite density gradient has been found from 1electric fields. A very steep (<I p)
ps pulse interactions with a similar intensity. When the laser intensity exceeds 1015
w/cm2, preformed plasma effects andlor nonlinear processes began to be observed. In
the present work it has been found that the interaction characteristics change at this
intensity.
Plasma expansion characterizations (plasma scale length measurements) have been
done by measuring the Doppler shift of light reflected from the expanding plasma 9, 14
or by the comparison of experimental results and the calculations of absorption
dependence on laser incident angle and polarization.4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14 The
length inferred from these measurements ranges from 0.01 to 0.2 pm at 1014 ~ / c m 2

depending on the laser pulse width. These numbers will be compared with the results
of the present work.
Unique experiments have been done on high temperature solid matter interactions
with short-pulse lasers.2 The resistivity of A1 up to lo6 'K has been obtained by
measuring the temperature rise of the laser heated surface. The resistivity saturates at
temperatures above Te = 40 eV corresponding to a minimum electron mean free path.
The thermal response of metals has been investigated in terms of electron thermal
conductivity and electron-lattice energy exchange.

39

l5 The relaxation time for which

thermal conductivity dominates the relaxation process and the optical damage threshold
of metals is determined. Since the response of metals to ultra-short pulses determines
the initial formation of plasma on targets, the results of these investigations are of
fundamental importance for short-pulse laser-plasma interaction studies.
There have been a number of studies of x-ray conversion efficiency both for
continuum

and line emission.17 Kiihlke's explanation for the low x-ray conversion

efficiency in higher density plasmas is the weaker coupling efficiency. However, this
doesn't seem to be the case because high absorption has been observed in a high
c o n m t interaction. The simulations performed by Chaker er al. l 3 suggest that a high
plasma temperature (higher than 1keV) lasts for a shorter period without a prepulse
because of the expansion cooling of higher density plasmas. A recent experiment 18
with 1~-1018Wlcm2 of 120 fs pulses irradiating heavy metals has observed beyond 1
MeV of x-ray photons with energy conversion efficiencies up to 0.3%. The radiation is
attributed to the bremsstrahlung emission of very energetic electrons traveling through a
solid target resulting in unique short-pulse duration and small source size. However,
the mechanism producing the energetic electrons has not been clarified.
From a theoretical viewpoint, four mechanisms are considered to be important to
the absorption of short-pulse laser light by matter: 1) collisional absorption 2, 8, 10,
13, 2) "vacuum heating," 19-21 3) skin effects 22' 23, and 4jresonance absorption.

Any pararnemc instabilities, 24 which occur in long-scale-length plasma interactions.
can not be supported by a short-pulse generated plasma because of the small spatial
extent of the plasma. Most of the existing experimental studies have been performed
2 are compatible with the collisional (classical)
with intensities up to 10'5 ~ / c m and
models. In the range of intensity above 1016 w/cm2 and for small scale lengths, L&
I 0.1, the vacuum heating starts dominating the absorption of p-polarized light. This

mechanism was fust described by Brunel l9 and further investigated by Gibbon er al.
for an extensive range of plasma

This process is most efficient when the

electron quiver amplitude is larger than the plasma scale length so that the electrons
acquire the oscillating energy in the vacuum electric field. If the interacting pulse is
sufficiently short so that the plasma can be considered as homogeneous within a skin
depth in terms of density and temperature, the skin effect might play an important role
in absorption.22' 23 However, in a light material such as A1 with a picosecond pulse
duration, Rozmus er al. 22 have showed that the occurrence of a skin effect is
prevented by hydrodynamic expansion. When the plasma scale length is longer than
the electron quiver amplitude, the resonantly oscillating elecmc field at the critical
density is expected to be important. Much of the theoretical work on resonance
absorption can be found in the context of long-scale-lengthplasma interaction studies
that are reviewed in the next section since the mechanism is most relevant to the present
investigation.

I-2-b Long pulse laser interaction studies
Laser interactions with plasmas have been the primary focus of laser fusion
feasibility research because these processes influence the energy coupling between the
laser and fusion targets. These processes include inverse bremsstrahlung, resonance
absorption and parametric instabilities among which the latter two have been studied in
conjunction with high energy particle_production. Inverse bremsstrahlung is significant

when the electron temperature is not very high. This process entirely depends on
electron-ion collisions and exhibits no polarization dependence nor high energy particle
production. Parametric instabilities require relatively long-scale-length plasmas to be
efficient and are expected not to be supported by ultra-short laser produced plasmas.
Resonance absorption, on the other hand, depends on the density scale length and the
polarization of the interacting pulse so it is most relevant to the present study.
As the laser power increases, the oscillatory electron energy increases and the
density gradient around the critical surface steepens, which leads to a short distance
between the turning point and the critical surface. These two effects together lead to a
stronger resonance field and more efficient resonance absorption. Therefore, resonance
absorption becomes a crucial coupling mechanism at higher laser intensity ( 1 ~ h ~ > 1 0
p m 2 ~ 1 c m 2where IL and h are the intensity and wavelength of laser). Since the
electron oscillatory energy is proportional to laser wavelength, this is especially the case

-

for relatively long wavelength lasers (h = 1 10 pm) for which most extensive studies
have been done.
Numerous experimental and theoretical studies have been done on C02-laserplasma interactions (h = 10 pm) with a primary focus being paid to the connection
between resonance absorption and high energy electron generation. Since the electron
oscillatory energy is proportional to ILh2, the long wavelength C02 laser has been a
preferable system for resonance absorption studies. The CO.2 laser systems had been
one of the candidates for an ICF driver because of their high conversion efficiency from
elecmc to light energy. However, the high yield hot electrons from C@ laser plasmas
cause preheat of the fusion target (fuel) making target compression to a desirable
density difficult. Therefore, the clarification of the characteristics and mechanisms of
hot electron production were the primary focus of investigation to assess the feasibility
of CO.2 laser ICF. Since the hot electron production depends on the laser intensity, a
glass laser (1 pm) system might also be problematical especially when the laser

intensity exceeds 1016 ~ / c m Therefore,
~ . ~ ~hot elecwns generated from glass-laser
produced plasmas have also been studied extensively.
Ih2 scaling of hot electron temperature has been an important signature for the
identification of nonlinear processes occurring in the laser-plasma interaction. For
instance, theories based on a flux limitation with stochastically heated electrons at the

-

critical surface 26' 27 predict TH (ILh2)m,whereas resonance absorption is shown
.~~
obtained TH by xto depend on either (1~h2)lE28' 29 or ( 1 ~ h 2 ) l n Experimentally
ray measurements is compatible with resonance absorption showing an (ILh2)1/3
dependence.30-33 Similar results of x-ray measurements also have been found with
25, 34,35
glass laser systems (h = 1 pm) where the dependence varies: (ILh2)0.25-0.41.
These results are further supported by fractional absorption measurements,36
bremsstrahlung emission dependence on the polarization and incident angle,37,38 and
the studies of the energy and angular anisotropy of the fast ions. 35, 39, 40 These
studies show the incident angle dependence of absorption on p-polarized light, which is
particular for resonance absorption, as well as the enhancement of absorption, x-ray
brernsstrahlung, and fast ion emission in the case of p-polarized light interaction.
Other characteristics of long-pulse-laser produced plasmas that are relevant to the
present investigation include (1) density steepening at the critical region, and (2) selfgenerated azimuthal coronal magnetic fields due to the currents induced by hot
electrons.
In those plasmas, a scale length less than the laser wavelength,

< 1, occurs

near the critical surface even for relatively long pulse duration (typically subnanosecond
to a few nanoseconds) due to the ponderomotive forces in the critical region.41,42
However, this steep density step is accompanied by an extended expanding underdense
plasma 43 giving raise to parametric instabilities such as SRS (Stimulated Raman
Scattering), which needs to be distinguished from the processes occurring at the critical
surface. A longer pulse duration leads to a hydrodynamic modificition of density

profile 42 and makes simple interpretation of phenomena difficult. Ultra-short-pulse
experiments, on the other hand, can make this point clearer since the critical surface
with a steep density gradient is directly adjacent to vacuum and the number of processes
is reduced. For instance, parametric instabilities whose thresholds are determined by
the balance between the incident pumping and plasma wave convection cannot grow in
the steep density gradient. Furthermore, the short distance between the laser turning
point (reflecting point) and the critical surface results in the large enhancement of
resonantly oscillating laser electric fields because the decay of p-polarized field is
minimized. Thus the resonantly oscillating fields and resulting phenomena are expected
to dominate the short-pulse interactions.

1-3 The novel aspects of the present work in ultra-short laser
interaction studies
This thesis describes an experimental characterization of high intensity contrast 1-ps
laser produced plasma at 1-pm wave length. Although there has been much work done
for ultra-short laser-plasma interactions, very few reports have compared high contrast
with low contrast interactions. Here high contrast interactions are those where the
contrast between the main picosecond pulse and a prepulse is high enough that no
preformed plasma exists before the arrival of the main pulse. In the case of the low
contrast interaction condition the main picosecond pulse interacts with a preformed
plasma. The dominant interaction mechanism among various processes depends on the
size and scale length of plasma in which the laser light propagates. The present study
has found significant changes in interaction phenomena between the low contrast and
high contrast interactions. Although the primary focus of the investigation in this study
is the high contrast picosecond laser-plasma interactions, a comparison between the two
contrast cases makes the high contrast interaction characteristics clearer. Therefore,

experimental observations from low contrast pulse interactions are also presented as
necessary to contrast the characteristics of high contrast pulse interactions.
Most of the previous work characterizing ultra-short laser-plasma interactions has
been done by comparing measured absorption with the solutions of Maxwell's
equations employing a phenomenological collision frequency (damping rate). This
methodology becomes inadequate when detailed interaction mechanisms are to be
explored and nonlinear processes begin to play an important role. As described in the
previous section, the interaction processes in the range of laser intensity of the present
interest (loi4- 1016Wlcm2) are expected to be dominated by nonlinear mechanisms that
produce high energy particles. Although the direct measurements of high energy
particles have not previously been used as diagnostics in picosecond interaction
experiments, these measurements become inevitable as the nonlinear processes begin to
dominate. In this study, high energy electron and ion emissions as well as absorption
and x-ray measurements are used to characterize the interaction mechanisms in the
picosecond laser plasmas. In particular, ion blowoff has been extensively characterized
and used to estimate various plasma parameters.
The target plasma is generated on smooth solid A1 plates where the plasma has a
strong inhomogeneity (density gradient) along the target normal. Under such plasma
conditions, the laser elecmc field component along the density gradient (p-polarized
field) can excite plasma waves resonantly while another component (perpendicular to
the gradient) has no effects on the plasma wave excitation. The excitation of plasma
waves by a p-polarized light is depicted in Fig. 1-1. The transverse electromagnetic
waves have elecmc field components along the density gradient at the turning point and
excite longitudinal electrostatic waves. Since electron plasma waves oscillate at the
plasma natural frequency which is a function of plasma density, the electrostatic wave
becomes resonant at the critical surface where the plasma frequency equals the laser

frequency. Thus the p-polarized transverse electromagnetic wave energy is converted
to the longitudinal electrostatic wave energy.
waves
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The y-z plane defines the laser plane of incidence. For p-polarized

EM waves, the electric field vector lies in this plane and it is in the zdirection (parallel to the density gradlent) at the turning point.

Therefore, the polarization of obliquely incident laser electric fields has significant
effects on the interaction characteristics and is chosen as one of the primary
experimental parameters. The effects of polarization are examined by independently
altering the total laser intensity and p-polarized electric field component (electric fields
lying in the plane of incidence or along the density gradient). The characteristics of
high energy electrons and ions have been found to depend on the p-polarized
component alone.
Previously in long scale length plasmas the high energy electron generation from
the critical surface has been attributed to wavebreaking acceleration or electron trapping
in plasma waves. The high energy electrons produced from the short scale length

plasmas, on the other hand, exhibit a fairly monoenergetic spectrum and consist of
almost the entire population of electrons in the resonance region. These features are not
expected from wavebreaking or electron trapping. Therefore, a new mechanism for the
observed electron acceleration from the resonance region has been introduced, that is,
the ponderomotive acceleration.
The determining processes of enhanced p-polarized field that accelerates the high
energy electrons by its ponderomotive force have been examined. Various processes
are compared in terms of their limiting effects on the resonantly oscillating fields. The
enhanced fields have been determined experimentally and found to be best described by
plasma-wave dispersion effects.
Based on the experimental observations and comparisons with theoretical
estimations, the following physical picture for high energy particle acceleration has
been drawn. Figure 1-2 illustrates the process showing the enhanced laser field along
with the plasma density profile. When an obliquely incident laser pulse has a ppolarized electric field component at the turning point in a plasma, the field penetrates
to the critical surface and drives electrons resonantly. These oscillating electrons build
an electrostatic wave and enhance the incident laser field. In a short scale-length
plasma, the enhancement is limited by plasma-wave dispersion effects. Since the
resonance field is highly localized, the ponderomotive force that is proportional to the
gradient of the field is significant. This ponderomotive force mainly acts on the
electrons in the resonance region and accelerates them to its potential energy. The
electrons accelerated toward vacuum leave immobile ions behind and build up an
ambipolar field. This ambipolar field then accelerates the ions. Eventually the ions
catch up with the electron motion and expand together. During this process, almost the
entire energy initially residing in the electrons is transferred to the ion kinetic energy.
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point

Ponderomotive acceleration of high energy particles. The spatial
profile of the laser electric field (solid line) and the electron density
(broken line) are shown.
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CHAPTER I1
Theoretical background
11-1 Introduction
There are several physical concepts that need to be covered to characterize and
understand the plasma conditions under investigation. These include,
1. Electromagnetic (EM) wave propagation in a short-scale-length plasma

2. Electric field enhancement at the critical surface by plasma oscillation
3. The ponderomotive potential in plasma
4. Isothermal plasma expansion

The behavior of an EM wave in an underdense plasma has been well characterized
by the WKB approximation. This is valid when the fields vary slowly in space since
the method solves the wave equations by each order of derivative assuming a higher
order derivative is negligible compared to a lower order.' However, for picosecond
laser plasmas where L, is shorter distance than the laser wavelength or for sharply
peaked resonance fields at the critical surface, the fields vary in distances shorter than
wavelength and the slowly varying approximation breaks down. Maxwell's equations
then have to be solved numerically.
When laser light has a p-polarized component, linear mode coupling of the EM
wave to the electrostatic plasma wave takes place at the resonance region where the
plasma frequency nearly equals the laser frequency (see Fig. 1-1). Such a mode
conversion could be very efficient in a short-scale-length plasma where incident waves
reach the resonance region before being strongly attenuated. The amplitude of the
resonantly oscillating fields in short scale-length plasmas is then determined by the
balance between the enhancement of the plasma wave through the mode conversion and
convection of the wave out of the resonance region.

The enhanced elecmc field leads to the acceleration of plasma particles to
suprathermal energies. The mechanism of the acceleration varies depending on the
plasma temperature and driving laser electric field amplitude. In a cold plasma, the
electron fluid oscillates harmonically in the driving field. As the oscillation develops,
the plasma wave breaks when one fluid element overtakes another. The resonantly
oscillating field can no longer keep electron harmonic motion thus the oscillation energy
is abruptly converted to an electron random energy. The strength of the oscillation is
then limited to the wavebreaking amplitude. When a plasma has a very steep density
gradient, on the other hand, the plasma wave dispersion takes energy out of the
resonance region and determines the steady state wave amplitude when the dispersion
balances the input energy flux. The ponderomotive acceleration of the suprathermal
electrons from the resonantly enhanced field is the consistent picture with the
experimental results.

This mechanism is examined against the wavebreaking

mechanism. The amplitude of the resonantly enhanced field is inferred from the ion
kinetic energy through the ponderomotive potential.
One proven technique to characterize the suprathermal electrons from the resonantly
enhanced field is an ion measurement. An isothermal expansion model of ion (plasma)
provides a means of estimating plasma temperature. The velocity distribution of ions
exhibits a high energy tail that can be well described by the model and determines the
plasma temperature. The velocity distribution of ions reflects the characteristics of
electrons that accelerate ions through an ambipolar electric field. The ion kinetic energy
is used to estimate the ponderomotive potential of the resonance fields and show that
the accelerated electrons have a fairly monoenergetic spectrum.
11-2 EM wave propagation in a short scale length plasma

The understanding of EM wave propagation in a plasma is of primary importance
for the investigation of short-pulse laser-plasma interactions. In short-pulse laser-

plasma interactions, the EM wave interacts with a highly inhomogeneous plasma where
the plasma scale length,

is much shorter than the wavelength of laser. When laser light is obliquely incident on
such plasmas, the interaction exhibits a strong dependence on the laser polarization and
the angle of incidence.
When an EM wave propagates in plasma obliquely to the density gradient, two
locations become important, turning point and the critical surface. Figure 2- 1 depicts
these two locations with the spatial variation of p-polarized laser electric field. Since
plasmas are dispersive, EM waves propagating obliquely to the axis of inhomogeneity
towards high density region deflect and eventually reflect from the plasma region. The
point where the EM waves turn around is called the turning point. Beyond the turning
point, the field strength decays exponentially and a finite amount of field penetrates
through the higher density region, the electric field tunneling. If the tunneling field has
a component along the density gradient, it excites electron plasma oscillations. These
oscillations become resonant at the critical surface where the local plasma frequency ~ p e
equals the laser frequency oo. Because of the resonant nature of the oscillation, the
amplitude of electric fields can be driven to much larger values than that of driving
electric fields and accelerate electrons to very high energies. To examine EM wave
interaction with plasmas, the modification of the propagating EM fields in the plasma
needs to be known. In this section the propagation of an EM wave in a plasma is
reviewed 2 emphasizing the solution for p-polarized light to give a basis for an estimate
of field structure in plasma.

P-polarized laser field envelope

Incident laser

Fig. 2-1

An EM wave propagation obliquely incident in an inhomogeneous
plasma and two important locations, the tuming point and the critical
surface. The spatial variation of p-polarized laser electric field is
also shown.

The wave equations of laser light with a frequency o propagating in a plasma can
be developed from Faraday's law and Ampere's law,

The displacement current is neglected compared with the conduction current. The
conductivity of plasma o (J = oE)is calculated from a linearized force equation of
electron fluid,

where ve is the velocity of the electron fluid and Vei is the collision frequency. The
plasma current density is

where ~ p isethe plasma frequency, ~ p =e
Ampere's law (2-2) becomes

where E(Z)= 1 -

%2
W(O

+ ivei)

is the dielectric function of the plasma. From the

equations (2- 1) and (2-3)' the wave equations for E and B are
02

V~E V(V*E) + -~ ( zE) = 0
c2

The second term of Eq. 2-4 leads to an important consequence of the resonantly
enhanced laser field at the critical surface. When this term is zero, the wave is purely
electromagnetic and no mode conversion from EM wave to electrostatic (ES) waves
takes place. This term corresponds to an ES mode of the incident laser field and only

exists for the case of p-polarization. Poisson's equation gives V*(&(z)E)= 0 which
can be expanded to yield

The divergence of E exhibits a resonant response at the critical surface where Re(&)=

0. The existence of this term introduces additional complexity in solving the wave
equation and makes the B-field (Eq. 2-5) a preferable choice as described in the next
section. Equations 2-4 and 2-5 are redundant and the choice between E and B depends
on the polarization of the EM wave propagating in an inhomogeneous plasma. In
short-pulse laser interactions, the plasma density profile can be considered as one
dimensional (planar expansion), since the plasma expands a distance much less than its
diameter (= 1%). Therefore, without loss of generality, Cartesian coordinates can be
defined as shown in Fig. 2-2.
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Fig. 2-2

Oblique incidence (angle of incidence 80) of an EM wave on a
planar plasma density profile (density gradient parallel to the z-axis).
Vacuum-plasma boundary is at z=0. Wave k-vector is a function of
z and turns around at sin%^.

Here the z-axis is in the direction of the plasma density gradient (dnddz > 0), i.e.,
target normal, and the y-z plane is the plane of incidence. The above assumption
ensures that the wave is independent of x coordinate. The plasma-vacuum boundary is
set to be at z=0 plane, i.e., %=O for ze0. The angle of incidence 80 is defined as an
angle between the wave k vector in vacuum and the z-axis perpendicular to target.
For p-polarized light, the elecmc field vector has two components that transform
Eq. (2-4) into

These are coupled equations for Ey and EZso it is convenient to work with Eq. (2-5)
which yields a single wave equation for p-polarized light where the B field has only the
xcomponent Bx,

Equation (2-6) can be solved by expressing Bx as B"(z)exp(-ikay)where

and

Here 8(z) is the instantaneous angle between k-vector and z-axis and B" is the complex
magnetic field along x. Substituting this expression into Eq. (2-6) yields

The fact that the left-hand side is independent of y requires both sides be equal to zero,
i.e.,

and letting the real and imaginary parts of the right hand side be independently zero
gives

Here vei/o << 1, that is, a real value of k(z) is assumed. Equation (2-8) leads to the
law of refraction, k(z)sine(z) = kgsineo, where kg is the vacuum wave number of the
laser.
Equation (2-7) has an analytical solution 6 for a linear plasma density profile;
however, as shown in the next section and chapter IV, an exponential density profile is
more physically relevant. An exponential profile requires a numerical integration of Eq.
2 - ~ . ~To
* prepare Eq 2-7 for numerical treatments,

B" needs to be separated into B" =

+

B(z) exp[-i +(z)], where B and are real. Substituting this expression into Eq. 2-7 and
setting the real and imaginary parts to 0 separately gives the set of coupled equations for
B and u s d+@:

---

du
-+ 2u dB
dx B d x

(,,

FB~).

Here,

and

Equations 2-9 and 2-10 are integrated from the overdense region to the underdense
region to calculate the value at the critical density. The overdense region was chosen as
a starting point of integration to match the boundary condition of evanescent waves.
The electric field at the critical surface is a sum of the electromagnetic driving field, &,
and the resonantly enhanced electrostatic field supported by the plasma oscillations.
The electrostatic field will be discussed in the next section. With Ampere's law and the
law of refraction, the electric field & can be expressed in terns of vacuum electric field
and decay factor through the critical surface,

where Bd is the corresponding magnetic field penetrating through the critical surface.
Note that Ed is not the resonantly oscillating elecmc field but the laser elecmc field that
tunnels through from the turning point to the resonance point and drives the plasma
wave resonantly at the critical density. The resonantly oscillating field at the resonance
surface is derived in next section by coupling this field with plasma oscillations.
Figure 2-3 shows the example of laser electric field pmfle calculated, according to

Eqs. 2-9 and 2-10, for n(z) = nee% where Ln = 1 5 ~ A
that is assumed to be constant

across the region. The laser elecmc field strength is normalized to its maximum value
(at 5000A) and the distance is measured relative to the critical density. In this example
the laser elecmc field decays to -20% of its vacuum value at the critical density. The
decay factor qt varies from 23% to 17% as the scale length increases from l000A to
2000A.

Distance from the critical surface (A)
Fig. 2-3

Laser electric field profile around the critical surface. The field
strength is normalized to the maximum value and the distance is
relative to the critical surface. The broken line indicates the plasma
density profile used in the calculation.

11-3 Electric field enhancement at the critical surface

The tunneling elecmc fields of p-polarized light at the critical surface drive the
electrons along the density gradient and resonantly drives electron plasma wave. This
leads to the enhancement of electric field strength as shown in Fig. (2-4). There are

two types of field "swelling" appearing in this figure near the resonance surface. One
of them is so called Airy swelling 5 whose cause can be understood by noting that the

energy flux of light is conserved and the group velocity of light. vg = ce(n,)ln,
becomes minimum at the turning point.

Since this swelling is due to the conservation

of energy alone. it can exist for either s- or p-polarization. Another swelling, which is
the primary interest in this thesis, is the field enhancement at the critical surface caused
by the resonance response of plasma oscillation to incident fields. When the laser
electric field oscillates the plasma electrons along the density gradient the laser light has
a p-polarized component, it creates a charge separation because ions are immobile.
This charge separation then drives the plasma oscillation at a plasma frequency
depending on the local density. The driving is resonant where the local plasma
frequency matches the incident laser frequency. This oscillation does not occur for an
s-polarized field component.

&--IT
Resonance
enhancement

Incident wave

Airy swelling

Resonance surface

Fig. 2-4

Laser electric field profile obliquely incident on an expanding plasma
showing an Airy swelling and a resonance enhancement. The Airy
swelling is due to the decrease of group velocity whereas the
resonance enhancement is due to the resonance response of plasma
at the critical surface. The horizontal and vertical scale do not
necessary reflect the real scaling.

Because of the resonance feature of this oscillation the enhancement could be
infinite if no process takes energy out of the region or broadens the resonance region.
In the long scale length plasma, electron-ion collisions determine the width of the
resonant region and thus the maximum enhancement. As the scale length becomes
shorter, the width of the resonant region becomes narrower and the enhancement
further develops. When the width becomes smaller than electron oscillation amplitude
or the Debye length, either one of these dimensions determines the width of the
resonance. The electron oscillation in the resonant field averages the field strength and
broadens the width; thus the enhancement is lower than that predicted by collisional
effects. The Debye length determines the range in which collective plasma response
has an effect, i.e., the width of resonantly oscillating field when limitd by a plasma

wave convection. ti These two limiting processes can be related m wavebreaking 7 and
the ponderomotive acceleration of electrons and are described in some detail in this
section.
When the resonant field width is larger than the Debye length or electron oscillating
amplitude, the field enhancement is determined by the ratio of the laser frequency, wg
and the elecuon-ion collision frequency, vc at the critical surface. This is derived by
solving EM wave equations for p-polarized case and calculates the electric field at the
critical surface. 6'

The laser intensity enhancement is given by

where 8inc and k are an angle of incidence and a laser wave vector. The width of the
vc
field, 6 is then given by -Ln.

When the plasma scale length is short enough so that

6%

the field width becomes shorter than the electron oscillating amplitude, x,,

or the

Debye length, hD,, the resonant field begins to be broadened by the field averaging
effects due to the electron oscillation or the plasma pressure perturbation (plasma wave
dispersion).
Wavebreaking is a process in which neighboring electron fluid elements overtake
each other in a harmonic motion driven by an external field.99 lo Through this
process, the oscillating electron energy is abruptly transferred to electron kinetic
energies and accelerates electrons out of the resonance region. The mechanism of
wavebreaking can be examined by considering the equation of electron motion and
Poisson's equation. When external electric field, Ed, drives plasma electrons around its
critical density in the direction of density inhomogeneity, the charge separation between
electrons and immobile ions induces a resonance field which in turn drives the electron
oscillation and enhances itself. The enhancement is strongest at the exact resonance (or
critical density), whereas neighboring oscillations ark dephased from the driver due to

their different natural frequency. Therefore, the amplitude of electron oscillation is
largest at the resonance surface leading to the overtaking between the neighboring fluid
component as the oscillation develops. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2-5 where the
abscissa and ordinate correspond to the initial and present positions of electrons,
respectively. The fluid overtaking occurs where dz/dzg = 0 the region indicated by the
square. It has been shown that the electron fluid elements satisfying this overtaking
condition that consists of a few percent of electron population traverse the resonance
7, 11
region in phase with the field and escape it.

Before overtaking

Fig. 2-5. Overtaking of electron fluid oscillation in resonance field y)and z
correspond to initial and present positions, respectively. Overtaking
occurs when more than two fluid components occupy the same
position. Only the fluid components in the overtaking region are
accelerated and escape the region.

The maximum energy that electrons can obtain from the resonance field is estimated
by analyzing the electron plasma wavebreaking. The dynamics of wavebreaking was

fust analyzed by Dawson

and further developed by Albritton and Koch. 7, 10, 12

Before wavebreaking takes place, the electron motion can be described by a harmonic

oscillation equation with Poisson's equation. This description is valid as long as the
fluid elements do not cross each other. As the oscillation develops, one can impose an
overtaking condition to the electron fluid trajectory and calculate the electron energy at
that moment This energy gives the estimate of the accelerated electron energy and thus
energy dissipation through wavebreaking.
The motion of an oscillating electron near the critical density is conveniently
described via Lagrangian variables where the position z of a electron fluid is expressed

in terms of its initial position y)and time t,

The analysis assumes that 1) the ion fluctuations are negligible, 2) the driving electric
field Ed is uniform over the oscillation, 3) density gradient, Ln around the resonance is
linear, and 4) o << Ln. Using conservation of electron number, n(z, t)dz = n(q, 0)dq
and Poisson's equation, aE/az = 4~e(Ni- ne), the force equation of an electron is

whose solution is

Here 6(q) =

00

- 1 is the detuning from resonance and x = -

%odL

. since

only the secular growth of o near the resonance (6=0) is important for the maximum
energy calculation, the fluid velocity at the exact resonant point 6 = 0 is

Referring to Fig. 2-30 and Eq.2-12, the overtaking (or orbit crossing) occurs when
fluid elements from different initial positions take the same position simultaneously,
that is, azlay) = 1 + ao/ay) = 0. With Eq.2- 13, the overtaking time is tb = ( 8 / ~ ) 1 / 2 / ~
and thus the maximum velocity is

where vd a eE&w

the electron quiver velocity in the driving field. This velocity is

used to determine the maximum electron energy from overtaking.
When a plasma has a steep density gradient, the plasma dispersion relation obtains
an additional convective term. This can be seen by solving equations of continuity and
motion of electrons with keeping a derivative of the unperturbed electron density.
Since it suffices to consider an electron motion in the direction of the density gradient
(in the z direction) alone, the governing equations are

and

All the quantities have a standard meaning regarding to electrons. Assuming that only

-

-

-

N

the density has an unperturbed term, that is, ne = no + ne, Ve = Ve, E = E, and Pe = Pe
linearizes Eqs. 2- 15 and 2- 16.

where the products of the perturbed terms are neglected. Using

Fe= Teg, Eq. 2- 18

becomes,

Equations 2-18, 2-19 and Poisson's equation give a complete set of coupling
equations,

Combining these three equations yields

i kT

Lme

term has been dropped compared to kZ

T
m,

1
since Ln > i; .

At the critical surface, w = 9,
k gives the plasma wave decay factor due to the steep

density gradient,

the result given by GinzburgP Here hDeis the electron Debye length defined as

. This decay factor gives an estimate of the spatial width of the resonantly enhanced

(~r.

field at the critical surface, ( L ~ ~ ~ L ~Comparing
)".
this width with the scale length
yields the field enhancement factor of -

As discussed in the next paragraph,

the energy deposited into the resonance region is dissipated by the wave convection.

A similar result can be obtained by estimating the elecmc field amplitude of the
harmonic oscillation of the electrons at the critical density driven by the p-polarized
component of the incident laser elecmc field. As discussed in the previous section the
z component of elecmc field Ez can be estimated by Ampere's law, Eq. 2-3 and the law
of refraction, Eq.2-8: k(z)sin€l(z)= ky =

0

sin&).

Here Ed is the component of laser field that drives electrons along the density gradient.
From the result of the previous section, Ed = qt%, the elecmc field of laser in vacuum.
The penetration strength q is approximately 0.2 (see Fig. 2-3). Without a limiting
mechanism Ez could grow infinitely at the critical surface where Re(&)= 0. Since the
driven electric field Ez is proportional to electron displacement, Ez can replace the
plasma electron density in a forced harmonic (plasma wave) equation. Ez can then be
calculated by solving a plasma wave equation.

Wave convection is particularly important in the case of short scale length plasmas.
Here ve is the electron thermal velocity and the plasma density gradient is approximated
to be locally linear. The left and right hand sides correspond to a natural harmonic
oscillation of the plasma and the driving force due to the incident laser field,
respectively. As can be seen from the plasma wave dispersion relation, Eq. 2-20,
plasma waves decay as they propagate out of the resonance region. Therefore, a
physically acceptable solution 18 is evanescent as z

+f

00

and given by

with

where x

i z(o02/3ve2h)1/'

and x = 2.6 gives the maximum value of I = 1.7. Thus the

peak electxic field Ep is
Ep = 1.2(%)m&

= 1.2(

)

Ed.

AD2

The Eq. 2-22 gives the amplitude of the enhanced electrostatic field that is limited
by the plasma wave dispersion and can be compared with the field strength given by
wavebreaking, Eq. 2- 14. Comparing Eqs. 2-14 and 2-22 and using the driving field
amplitude in terms of the vacuum field amplitude obtained in the previous section, & =

qtEg, the criterion for the cold plasma wavebreaking is

Equation 2-23 gives the threshold laser intensity of the plasma wave convection
limit at a given electron temperature. When the plasma wave convection limits the
amplitude of enhanced field, the ponderomotive force due to the sharp field gradient
accelerates the electrons to its potential. The number of electron accelerated in the
processes also distinguishes the mechanism. The ponderomotive force accelerated the
entire population of electrons to its potential energy, while wavebreaking only
accelerated those electrons in the overtaking region.
11-4 The ponderomotive potential and wavebreaking for energetic

electron acceleration
In the study of laser-plasma interactions, two types of forces are of interest and
important to various phenomena in plasma. They are thermokinetic forces due to

gasdynamic pressure of plasmas and electrodynamic forces of a nonlinear type. The
latter has direct importance to laser-plasma interactions. This nonlinear electrodynamic
force is, when exerted on plasmas, commonly called ponderomotive force and exists,
either for an electromagnetic or electrostatic field, whenever the field has gradient.
Physically this force depends on the spatial variation of the amplitude of the electron
oscillations within the field, that is, the (E*V)E term for electrostatic field or VxB term
for elecmmagnetic field.
When an elecmn oscillates in a nonuniform elecmmagnetic or elecmstatic field, it
acquires a net drift during many oscillations. Physically the electron is accelerated more
in the strongest field region than in weaker field region and does not return to the
original position during one oscillation. This displacement accumulates over many
oscillations and results in net drift. The driving force for the drift is proportional to the
gradient of the field and expressed in terms of the potential, h n d , by

The electron eventually acquires a kinetic energy equal to the oscillation energy in the
field. This dnft is called ponderomotive acceleration. The electrons oscillating in the
resonantly enhanced field are accelerated by this process because of the steep gradient
of the field structure.
The ponderomotive acceleration of plasma l 3 due to the resonantly oscillating field
at the critical density contrasts with wavebreaking heating in terms of the spectra and
number of electrons produced through the processes. The ponderomotive force
accelerates an electron to a definite velocity determined by its potential during many
oscillations of the fields; therefore, the electron spectrum due to this process is expected
to be a shifted Maxwellian (beam-like) distribution. The beam-like distribution or a
bulk acceleration of plasma has been observed in a series of microwave plasma

interaction experiments 141 l5 and numerical simulations using a particle code on EM
wave conversion to ES wave. The wavebreaking process, on the other hand, randomly
distributes the collapsing wave energies among electrons.16 The number of electrons
accelerated in the ponderomotive potential, as the second distinctive point, is much
larger than that of wavebreaking process since all the particles in the resonance region
can participate in the process when ~2/8lcn,k~T,> 1, the condition for which the
oscillatory energy is larger than the thermal energy.
The ponderomotive force can be derived from an electron force equation,
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where E(x, t) is assumed to have a time dependence, ES(x)cosot with Es bearing the
spatial variation of E. The first order solution of Eq 2-24 is

and thus

B1 is given by Faraday's law,

Es is expanded, up to second order, about x = xo,

The second order of Eq 2-24 is then

Substituting Eqs 2-25,2-26, and 2-27 and averaging over one period l / o yield

This is the ponderomotive force per electron that is eventually transferred to ions
through ambipolar fields.
The ponderomotive acceleration of electrons, in the present work, is shown to be a
dominant mechanism in the present plasma condition whereas wavebreaking (electron
overtaking) in a resonantly oscillating plasma wave has been regarded as a mechanism
for high energy electron generation from the critical surface in long scale length
plasmas. 7'

Therefore, it is necessary to examine some of the features of the

electrons produced by the wavebreaking process to distinguish wavebreaking from the
ponderomotive acceleration.
A resonantly oscillating plasma wave at the critical surface accelerates an electron to
superthermal energies. This acceleration is determined by the electric field amplitude of
the plasma wave. The plasma temperature has important effects on the amplitude of the
field as shown in the previous section. When a plasma is cold, the plasma wave
amplitude can grow until wavebreaking occurs and the breaking wave can abruptly give
energies to electrons and ejects them out of the resonance region. The electrons that
participate in wavebreaking take energy away from the resonance region and the growth
of the field saturates. The plasma wave amplitude is thus determined by the
wavebreaking amplitude, and the number of electrons accelerated is limited to a small
fraction of electrons in the dtical region because, as soon as overtaking occurs, wave
energy is taken away by those accelerated electrons and growth of wave saturates (see

Fig. 2-10). When a plasma is w m , on the other hand, thermal convection extends the
spatial width of resonantly oscillating field and reduces the field amplitude.

11, 19

Electrons are then accelerated by the ponderomotive force of the plasma wave field.
Since electrons are accelerated in the ponderomotive potential as they oscillate in the
resonance field, a larger portion of electrons is expected to participate in the process.
Therefore, the measurement of the number of electrons accelerated from the resonance
region can distinguish between wavebreaking and the pondemmotive acceleration.
A number of numerical and theoretical studies 16' 18-20 have shown that

wavebreaking produces near Maxwellian electron distribution superimposed on a cold
electron distribution and so is measured by a continuum x-ray spectroscopy.21-24 on
the other hand, the pondemmotive force accelerates particles during many oscillations
and thus every electron is accelerated to a given energy.

11-5 Isothermal expansion of Plasma
Accelerated electrons lose their energy either by collisional or noncollisional
processes. The efficiency of the collisional process decreases as the electron energy
increases due to the ve-3 (ve is the electron velocity) dependence of the collision
frequency. Therefore, the high energy electrons tend to leave stationary ions before
losing energies collisionally and create an ambipolar field due to the charge separation.
As this field builds up, the ions are accelerated and energy transfer from the electrons to
ions occurs. Thus the high energy electrons tend to lose more energy by accelerating
ions than by collisions. Through this process, the accelerated ions (so-called fast ions)
obtain large fraction of absorbed energy that has been initially absorbed by the high
energy electrons. This ion blowoff can be detected as an ion current (density) and
serves as an important plasma diagnostic.
An ion current trace can provide information about the target plasma such as total
particle number and energy, and the temperature of the electrons that accelerate ions.
Estimating the total number and energy is rather straight forward; although, the
estimation of electron temperature requires the analysis of the ion-velocity distribution

based on an isothermal plasma expansion model. The model assumes: (1) isothermal
electron distribution, (2) charge neutrality, (3) two fluid components made of hot
electrons and relatively cold ions (Ti = O), (4) planar one dimensional expansion, (5)
negligible collisions, and (6) Boltvnan equilibrium. An isothermal expansion model is
physically plausible because (1) thermal conduction in the plasma is sufficiently rapid to
suppress large temperature gradients and (2) heat conduction into the cold dense plasma
above critical surface can be significant on the picosecond time scale.25*26 he scale
length of plasma is expected to be longer than Debye length and charge between
electrons and ions always balances. The effect of cold electrons on the fast ion
acceleration can be neglected since their pressure is much smaller than that of the hot
electrons. The temperature of the ions is also assumed to be low so that their pressure
can be neglected. In the collisionless limit, the analysis is very simple and the plasma is
expected to be collisionless for the high electron energies in present work. Since
electron response time lfope is much shorter than the time scale of plasma expansion,
the electron fluids are always in equilibrium with the electrostatic potential, i.e., a
Boltzmann equilibrium.27
The isothermal expansion model was fust developed by Gurevich e r . a ~and
. ~ has
~
been a basic model in various studies.29-32 The analysis uses a set of three equations:
continuity and force equations of ion fluids and Boltvnann equation,

Here Vi, E ($) and T, are ion velocity, the electric field (potential) and electron
temperature. Using E = -(&)/ax), Eqs. 2-30 and 2-31 can be combined, yielding

The Eqs 2-29 and 2-32 are transformed by introducing a similarity variable 5 = x/t and
using charge neutrality ne = Zni

Eliminating andat and aVi/at gives
X

-Vi =-Cs,
t
where Csa (ZikTJ M e ) l n and a solution for outward expansion has been chosen.
Substituting this expression into Eq.2-33 yields

which can be integrated to give

where ni0 corresponds to unperturbed ion density that assumes infinite number of ions
are provided by the bulk target. To relate this equation to observable quantity, the ion
velocity distribution, it is differentiated in terms of V,,

Thus the slope of velocity distribution (when plotted in a semilog scale) gives an
estimate of electron temperature through C,.
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CHAPTER 111
Experiments
111-1 Laser system

The laser system used in the experiment is an Nd-glass laser using a CPAC
(Chirped Pulse Amplification and Compression) scheme to produce picosecond high
power laser

Glass lasers are suitable for high power applications because

of their high energy storage capability. Using the CPAC scheme, the system delivers
>I00 GW of laser power with a relatively compact configuration, shown in Fig. 3-1.
The system is seeded by a mode-locked YL,F oscillator that generates a 100-MHz, 55ps pulse train. The pulse train goes through an 800-m singlemode optical fiber and
expands its bandwidth from 0.3A to approximately 40A due to self-phase modulation.
At this stage, each pulse is frequency chirped in time and further stretched to an
approximately 300-ps duration by a double pass expanding grating pair. Since the
resulting short-pulse characteristics strongly depend on the quality of the chirping, both
compressed pulse shape and the bandwidth at this stage are monitored by a cw
autocorrelator and a spectrometer, respectively. A single 300-ps pulse is selected and
safely amplified up to a few hundreds mJ with the Nd:phosphate-glass amplifier chain.
The pulse is compressed to a 1-ps duration by a compressing grating pair. Several
additions and improvements to the system have been made to meet the picosecond
laser-plasma interaction experiments

since its frst c0nstruction.l A 16-mm rod

amplifier (RA16) has been added to boost the maximum output power to 0.2 TW.
Pockels cells and polarizers between the amplifiers function as isolators and reduce
cavity generated pre- or post pulse (-10 ns separation) energy by -111000 per Pockels
cell.

Energyfmtensity monitors
Single shot autocorrelator
Target chamber
Fig. 3-1

Schematic of the glass laser system with CPAC used for the
experiments. Various monitors and optical switches ensure that
desirable short pulses irradiate target.

There are inherent non-linearly chirped portions on both sides of the linear chirp
produced by the optical fiber resulting in satellite pulses accompanying the main

picosecond pulse. By matching the gain center of the regenerative amplifier to the
center of the cturping, the gain narrowing in the amplifier shapes the pulse spectrum to
a Gaussian and suppresses the non-linear chirping.4 This gain matching can reduce the
satellite pulse power 10-3 below the main pulse as well as the pulse wings that are
caused by any deviations from the Gaussian spectrum. The satellite pulses are further
suppressed by using a saturable absorber cell after the compression gratings. Two
spatial filters have been added to eliminate hot spots and unfocusable energy by cumng
off distorted wave fronts and to compensate for any de-collimating effects through the
system. A pair of h/2 plates and polarizer placed between the RA9 (9 mm rod
amplifier) and RA16 (16 mm amplifier) are used to adjust the system output energy
since optical filters might destroy the cturping or pulse duration. The grating expander
and compressor have been converted to a double-pass configuration to compensate for
the astigmatism introduced by a single-pass geometry. A single shot autocorrelator
consisting of a LiIO3 crystal and a linear photodiode array (Reticon RC105) measures
the output pulse duration. These features are crucial for the reliability of the laserplasma experiments as well as for laser system maintenance.

111-2 Target and irradiation system
Figure 3-2 shows schematically the target irradiation system and the vacuum target
chamber. The focusing optics consist of four elements of an aspheric lens (combined
thickness of about 6 cm) providing an effective f/# of 5.6 when a 3 cm diameter beam
is used. The polarization of the laser is controlled by a h/2 wave plate in front of the
chamber. The alignment of targets and other diagnostics use the coaligned He-Ne
laser. The pressure in the target chamber was kept below 10-5 Torr to avoid charge
exchange between plasma ions and ambient gas atoms.
The targets used for the experiments are fiims of A1 deposited on clean microscope
glass plates. The thickness of the A1 is 6000 A thicker than the expected ablation depth,

-1000

A,

which was verified by the experiments. Targets are stored in a vacuum

container to avoid any A1 surface contamination and oxidization.
There are several reasons that make A1 a favorable material for the target.
1) A1 is the one of the materials that have been studied extensively in laser produced
plasma research and related fields; thus a great deal of data is available.
2) A1 has a moderate atomic number and serves as a good starting material for future
material surveys of the same kind of investigations.

3) A1 provides high optical quality targets when coated on a smooth surface that is a
vital requirement for studying high contrast ultra-short laser-plasma interactions.
Additionally the use of pure A1 targets excludes the complexity of the ion measurements
that would have had to be done in the case of a multi-species ion target.
Targets are mounted on a translation stage and repositioned by twice the size of the
laser crater after each shot so that every laser shot is on a fresh surface. The target
support structure is isolated electrically from the ground. The size of the target
accommodates -100 shots when each shot is separated by approximately 1 rnm. The
incident angle of the laser (angle between target normal and laser axis) is 55' for most
of the experiments.
One of the important experimental parameters is the polarization of the laser. To
examine the effects of the polarization on the interaction, the V2 wave plate is adjusted
to some intermediate settings between s- and p-polarization while the total laser energy
is kept constant. A parameter, p-polarized intensity Ip, is defined corresponding to the
ppolarized component of the laser electric field

where h l is an angle between the electric field vector and the pure p-polarized vector
(in the plane of incidence).

From laser system
4% beam spli
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Focusing

Target alignment and irradiation system. The laser is focused into a
vacuum target chamber through fl5.6 optics. A coaligned He-Ne
laser and a target monitor align the targets at the focus of the laser.
The polarization of the laser is controlled by a.Af2 wave plate.

111-3 Pulse characteristics
Pulse characterization is classified into two kinds of measurements: off-line and online measurements.

The off-line characterizations were performed in separate

experiments before the plasma experiments and consist of two measurements: temporal

pulse shape and spatial profile of focused beam. The temporal pulse shapes with a
' results of which are
dynamic range of 105 were measured with an a~tocorrelator,~

shown in Figs. 3-3. Figures 3-3-a and b show the pulse shape with and without the
satellite emission. The measurements were done by sampling a part of the beam into an
autocorrelator. Each data point is obtained by averaging ten laser shots.
When the gain center of the amplifier is matched to the chirped pulse center
frequency, the system delivers a nearly Gaussian 1.6 ps pulse accompanied by prepulse
and postpulse, satellite pulses, peaked at f 100 ps from the main pulse with a 103

-

power contrast as shown in Fig. 3-3-a. The prepulse intensity is 1012 1013 w/cm2
when focused on targets and exceeds the breakdown threshold of solids resulting in a
preformed plasma before the main pulse arrives. This condition will be referred to as a
"low intensity contrast case" in the following discussion. The satellite pulses are
reduced by the saturable absorber (Kodak Q-switching dye #I9860 with -5x 10-5 M in
nitrobenzene solvent contained in a 1-cm thick cell) located after the compression
grating pair for high contrast interaction experiments. With the saturable absorber, the
intensity contrast increases to more than 105, the dynamic range of the measurement
limited by a green light produced by a single beam in the autocomelator (see Fig.3-3-b).
The main pulse width is also shaped to 0.9 ps that is taken into account in intensity
calculations. This high intensity contrast ensures that the prepulse intensity is, when
. ~ irradiation
focused, below the break down threshold of metals (-1011 ~ / c m 2 ) This
condition will be referred as a "high contrast case."
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Laser pulse shape measured by an autocorrelator. a) Without
saturable absorber the main picosecond pulse is accompanied by two
satellite pulses. b) With saturable absorber the intensity contrast
improves to greater than 105.

The focused spatial beam profile, the second off-line beam characterization, was
measured at two places: far field and inside the target chamber. A far field pattern was
obtained by a 200-cm focal length lens directly exposing infrared photographic films.
The 200cm lens yields a focused beam size much larger than the film resolution. The
measured beam size was found to be about three times diffraction limited focus of
Gaussian beam profile. The focused beam spot inside the target chamber is imaged
with a certain magnification and compared with the far field pattern.

Both

measurements were found to agree to within 15%. A typical image of the focused spot
is shown in Fig. 3-4, which was taken inside the target chamber. No hot spots in the
focused beam have been observed from these measurements (see Fig. 3-4). Since the
far field diagnostic can be executed relatively easily, once the comparison has been
done the far field measurement was used as a primary beam spot diagnostic and
conducted as necessary.
The magnification of the target chamber imaging system is measured with a
reference target (10-pm diameter glass stalk). The measurement also gives the
resolution of the system to be better than 3 p.The beam spot size changes with and
without the saturable absorber. The measurements obtained 3W4 and 2 4 s pm beam
diameters with (high contrast case) and without (low contrast case) the saturable
absorber, respectively. This difference is probably due to the alteration of the beam
divergence and wave front quality and/or the variation of the beam diameter. These
dimensions were calculated by dividing the total energy on the spot by a peak energy
density (areal density) on the film. These beam diameters thus correspond to an
effective area, &fi defined by
&if = (total laser power )I(peak intensity).

The effective area is used to calculate the laser intensity, by the formula 10 =
E L C OJ(&ff
S~~~
TL),where 8incis the angle of incidence. EL and TL are the measured

laser energy and pulse width calculated by fitting a Gaussian to the autocorrelation
traces (see Figs. 3-3).

Fig. 3-4

Isoenergy contour of focused laser spot taken inside the target
chamber. The highest contour surrounding the black area
corresponds to 85% of the peak value. The contours correspond to
15% step.

This measurement also found the beam Rayleigh range to be 200 vm. This long
Rayleigh range is about five times longer than effective spot size of 42 pm (beam
diameter/cosOinc)when the angle of incidence is 55' (see Fig. 3-5). This ensures that
the targets are irradiated by nearly plane waves in spite of the fast optics (nominal
f/#=5.6) on the chamber. Therefore polarization mixing and the ambiguity of incident
angles are negligible. Imaging of the focused beam was also used to find the focusing
position of the laser by locating the reference target at the object plane of the imaging
system. It was also found that the focus position shifts by -1 rnrn depending on
whether the saturable absorber is used or not. Thus the target alignment was done
accordingly.

The 6cm total thickness of focusing optics and the maximum laser intensity of 10lo
w/cm2 at the lens correspond to a B integral of approximately 1 suggesting no
significant distortion effects 7 present. Therefore, although the spot size measurements
were done with reduced laser energies according to the film sensitivity, they represent
the focusing characteristics of the full system operation.

Target surface
Laser

Fig. 3-5

Target irradiation geometry at the best focus of the laser. The
effective spot size 42 pn is short compared with the Rayleigh range
of the beam and the target is expected to be irradiated by planar wave
fronts.

The on-line pulse diagnostics include the single shot and cw autocomelator *' for
pulse width measurements, a spectrometer for pulse chirping monitoring and an
energylintensity monitor. The first three diagnostics are semi-on-line, that is, the laser
pulses have to be intercepted by mirrors for those diagnostics to operate. However,
these diagnostics are executed during the experiments as necessary.

Both

autocomelators are based on the fust order autocorrelation and thus any asymmetric
structures of the pulse are lost in the measurement. In spite of this effect and poor
dynamic range (of an order of magnitude), the diagnostics provide sufficient dynamic
range of the main pulse shape during experiments. The spectrometer along with the cw
autocorrelator monitor the characteristics of the chlrped pulse out of the oscillator, since

any thermal drifts affecting the power output of the oscillator degrade the desirable
spectral chirping. Two PIN photodiodes each filtered by an RGlOOO (infrared light
band-pass filter) and KG5 (green light band-pass filter), respectively, consist of the
energylintensity monitors which are fully on-line and operate on a shot by shot basis.
The intensity monitor is based on the fact that the second harmonic efficiency is
proportional to the fundamental intensity.''

The data is acquired by CAMAC system

and integrated with other plasma data. The energy monitor is calibrated against an
absolute energy measurement inside the target chamber.
111-4 Plasma diagnostics

Laser energy incident on a plasma is partially reflected and partially absorbed. The
absorbed energy eventually dissipates in the form of electron, ion and x-ray energy.
The characteristics of laser-plasma interactions reflect the ways in which the absorbed
energy is carried away from the plasma by these mechanisms. Thus, the dismbution of
absorbed energy among the carriers provides a good measure of interaction
characteristics. The measurements of the energy distribution use a number of
diagnostics including an integrating sphere, charge collectors, magnetic electron
analyzer, and K-edge filtered x-ray detectors. The integrating sphere measures the
overall absorption of laser light. Charge collectors detect the ion current, which can be
mslated to the number of ions with the knowledge of ion charge dismbution and thus
used to estimate the energy absorbed by electrons that initially accelerated the ions.
Absorbed energy converted to electrons can be measured also by either electrons
directly or x-rays that are excited by electrons in the form of bremsstrahlung and Ka
emissions. These diagnostics will be described in the following sections.

In short scale length plasmas, the resonantly enhanced laser elecmc field is expected
to dominate the absorption process and generate high energy particles. In this process,

electrons are accelerated directly and then quickly dissipate their energies into x-rays

through collisions and/or into ion kinetic motion through an ambipolar field
(collisionless process). Furthermore the characteristics of electrons such as trajectory
and energy distribution are subject to target potential lo and self generated magnetic
fields.''

Therefore, even though it seems straightforward to measure electrons to

characterize the interaction, the measurements are less reliable because the results are
less direct and accurate interpretations are usually difficult. X-ray measurements have
been proven to be a reliable diagnostic to characterize laser-plasma interactions in tenns
of electron spectrum and plasma parameters such as temperature and density.
However, the conversion efficiency of x-rays from electrons is usually less than one
tenth of one percent l 2 in long-scale-length plasmas and has been found to be even
smaller when ultra-short pulses are used. 13' l4 Ions, on the other hand, carry a large
fraction of the absorbed energy l 5 and their spectra have been proven to reflect the
electron characteristics at the interaction region.16 In fact it has been found, in the
present investigation, that the ion emission exhibits a strong dependence on laser
polarization and pulse contrast. Therefore, this investigation has used the ion
measurements as a primary diagnostic and the other diagnostics as supporting ones. In
particular, it has been found that, in a low contrast pulse interaction, more absorbed
laser energy is converted to x-ray energy and thus serves as means for obtaining
electron characteristics.

III-4-a Absorption (integrating sphere)
The overall energy absorption into the targets is measured by collecting the
reflecting laser energy from the targets into 47t sr solid angle by an integrating sphere
(or Ulbricht sphere).l7 The sphere's inside wail is coated with M g a diffusive paint
so that even the specularly reflecting light from targets eventually fills up the sphere
volume uniformly (see Fig. 3-6). An anay of four silicon PIN photodiodes filtered by

RGlOOOs detects the averaged (integrated) reflected energy of l-pm light. Each

detector is positioned about 45" from the laser optical axis equally spaced around laser
entrance aperture and is screened by a baffle to prevent viewing direct light from the
target. An RGlOOO filter cuts off anything below 0.9 pm so that any harmonics, if
any, are not detected and considered as an absorbed energy. Additional ND (Neutral
Density) filtering (1% to 100%transmission) is provided to cover a laser intensity scan
of two orders of magnitude. The sphere has four 1.5-cm diameter holes for target
alignment and a 4-cm laser entrance aperture that together occupy 4.3% of the total
area. Although the position of the target viewing holes is asymmetric, it was confinned
that the diffusiveness of the sphere is good enough that different target orientations, say
50" and -50' of incident angles, do not influence the measurements.
PIN diode

Target viewer
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Fig. 3-6
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Horizontal view of the integrating sphere used in the absorption
measurements. The sphere is equipped with four PIN photodiodes
(only two of them are shown) which are shaded by baffles to
prevent a direct exposure from target reflection.

Caution has been exercised in calibrating the energylintensity monitor and the
integrating sphere. First, a calibrated energy meter (Molectron J50 474) was placed

inside the chamber (placed right behind the focusing lens so that the laser intensity
won't be too large) to include the energy loss at two turning mirrors and the focusing
optics in the energy calibration on target. The integrating sphere is then calibrated
according to the energylintensity monitor. The calibration shots were executed in the
evacuated chamber with a maximum laser intensity focused at the center of the sphere.
It has been found that some energy reflected from the back wall of the sphere escapes
through the laser entrance aperture (see Fig. 3-7). Reflection from the back wall of the
sphere was measured by the back scattering (B.S.) detector (also in Fig. 3-7). The
back wall reflection escaping through the sphere entrance aperture is collected by the
focusing optics of the target chamber and re-focused on to the B.S. detector. After
subtracting a background signal on the B.S. detector due to reflection from the focusing
optics, -8% of reflection from the back wall was obtained. The reflection from the
back wall might not be completely collected by the focusing optics. Therefore, the 8%
gives the lower limit of the back wall correction. This back wall correction is
incorporated in the absorption calculation,

Absorption =

Scattered Ener
Incident Ener;

where Ssph and EL are the signal from the sphere and incident laser energy. Cca]ibis
the calibration constant including the back wall correction. The integrating sphere does
not collect the energies that reflect back to the entrance aperture. If there are significant
amounts of laser energy reflecting back to the laser system, it has to be counted in the
nonabsorbed energy and a back scattering monitor complements the integrating sphere.
Back scattered energies from targets are collected by the focusing optics and transferred
by the beam splitter and focusing lens to the back scattering monitor. The back
scattering monitor consists of the identical PIN photodiode and is filtered by an

RGlOOO and appropriate ND filters. The same energy meter used for integrating
sphere calibrates the monitor including the reflections from the focusing optics. The
signal from the PIN diodes is integrated and digitized by an A D convener and
interfaced by a CAMAC system to a PC.
Energy monitor

n

Focusing optics
,of chamber

Integrating sphere

Beam splitter
v

Back wall reflection

Back scatter monitor
Fig. 3-7

Back wall correction of the integrating sphere. The integrating
sphere does not collect all the incident laser energy even without a
target in position and this effect has to be taken into account when it
is calibrated.

111-4-b Ions (charge collectors)

Charge collector
Since a large fraction of the absorbed laser energy was expected to appear as plasma
particle energy, charged particle measurement was chosen as a primary diagnostic.
Among particle diagnostics, ion velocity distribution measurements have been widely
used in laser-plasma studies 15' 16'

because of the ion's large mass that makes

ions relatively insensitive to the ambient field condition surrounding target plasma.
Electron energy and spatial distributions, on the other hand, are subject to-the self

generated magnetic field and electric potential. There are several diagnostic schemes for
ion measurements: 1) charge collectors, 2) film detect0rs.2~and 3) Thomson parabola
ion analyzer.25 The properties of ion blow-off from the plasma needed to be measured
include energy (velocity) distribution, ion charge state, and spatial distribution of blowoff. The selection of diagnostics must meet these requirements. The film detectors are
suitable for spatial distribution and number measurements, however, data retrieval of
energy distribution could be cumbersome and the results might not be accurate.
Practical filtering for ions requires the minimum resolvable energy of larger than 1 MeV
which is beyond the present experimental parameter range. A Thomson parabola
analyzer can resolve ion species and velocity simultaneously, however, generally the
size of the analyzer prohibits the detailed measurement of spatial ion distribution and
makes total energy measurement difficult Charge collectors, on the other hand, have a
small size and relatively simple structure that allows a spatial ion distribution
measurement in an m y configuration. Coupled with an electrostatic deflector, the
charge collectors can be used to determine the ion charge state Z as a function of
velocity,26 provided the ions consist of a single species that is the case in the present
experiments. Charge collectors are also suitable for a multiple-parameter survey where
a number of shots are required since their data acquisition is done by electrically
contrary to the track based film detectors. An array of fivechannel charge collectors is
used in the experiments for angular (spatial) distribution measurement. The m y
consists of one charge collector on the axis of target normal and two on the plane of
incidence and two on the plane perpendicular to it. Since the number of the detectors is
limited (five detectors), they were relocated according to the target irradiation conditions
where different ion angular spreads are expected to cover a wide range of detection
angle. The detectors were located at 26 cm from the targets and have an angular
resolution of 2.2' or a solid angle of 1.1~10-3sr.
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Schematic of charge collector showing magnetic filter, bias mesh
and honeycomb structure for reducing electron noises. The distance
from the target to detectors is 26 cm through the experiment.

The structure of a charge collector is shown in Fig. 3-8. The important feature of
charge collectors is the capability of reducing the noise from plasma electrons and
secondary electrons emittirig from the detector surface. A 1 kG magnetic field across
the entrance aperture deflects the plasma electrons and lets only ions go through. The
detector (Faraday cup) has a honeycomb structure so that the secondary electrons from
the detector surface are recaptured. An additional reduction of secondary electron noise
is provided by a negatively biased mesh in front of the detector. Ion currents are
acquired by a 100 .MHz temporal digitizer and stored in a PC where further data
analyses are done. The noise from run away electrons and x-rays is used as a time
fiducial.

Ion charge state measurement
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Fig. 3-9
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Charge collector

Electrostatic ion charge analyzer. As the deflecting bias is increased,
ion flux moves away from the charge collector aperture. The signal
reduction due to deflection is a function of the ion velocity and
charge.

To estimate the ion number from the ion current, the charge state of ion as a
function of velocity must be known. For the present experiment, it suffices to obtain
the average ion charge Z(t) as a function of velocity instead of a detailed distribution of
each charge state within the ion blowoff. A schematic of an electrostatic ion charge
analyzer is shown in Fig. 3-9. Z(t) is determined by measuring the reduction of ion
signal while increasing the bias voltage across the deflecting plate. The signal reduction
depends on the velocity and Z(t). One example is shown in Figure 3-10 as a function
of the bias voltage calculated for the ion velocity of 1x108 cm/sec. The calculations
take the size of collimating aperture and charge collector entrance into account. The
average ion charge for different velocities is determined by fitting the measured signal
reduction to the closest curve. The measurements are done with ions emitted in target
normal and used as a representative value of Z(t). With the mapping of Z(t), various
quantities can be derived such as number of ions, ion kinetic energy, and the ion
velocity dismbution.

-

-

Bias voltage (V)
Fig 3- 10 Calculated signal reduction on ion current trace as a function of bias
voltage for ion velocity lxl@ cm/sec. The running parameter is the
ion charge Z.

The ion current I(t) detected by a charge collector is expressed as

where Ni is the number of ions entering the charge collector and a negligible secondary
electron emission is assumed. The ion velocity dismbution is then given by

where Vi is assumed to be much less than the speed of light, that is, Vi = LD/t, the
distance between the target and the detector. Plotting the ion velocity distribution
converted from measured ion currents in a semilog scale exhibit a straight line, slope

from which an electron temperature is estimated according to Eq.2-34.

Calculation of ion number and energy
From the ion current I(t) measured by the detector normal to the target surface, the
total number of ions produced during the interaction can be calculated by

where Z(t) and €Ip are measured ion charge and half angle of ion plume, respectively.

AD and LD are the detector area and the distance from targets of the charge collectors,
K

respectively. The factor of 5- (LD x tanep)2 approximates the ion plume to a cone
shape. Uncertainty in the ion number comes from the fluctuation in I(t), errors in
measuring Z(t) and epand the approximations in the shape of ion plume.
By assuming the neutrality of plasma blow-off, the total number of electrons also

can be calculated by;

111-4-c Hot electrons (magnetic analyzer)
High energy electrons were measured by a 180' deflecting magnetic electron
analyzer with three-channel PIN diode (Quantrad 100-PIN-250) array. (Fig. 3-11) The
sensitive layer of the PIN diodes are 250 pm, which is thick enough to detect electron
energies up to 700 keV. A permanent magnet provides a 600 G field which is uniform
within a few percent over the entire deflection region. The magnet is contained in a
high mu (p) metal case so that stray field effects can be neglected. To reduce noise, a
hole opposite to the entrance hole provides an escaping path for x-rays and ions
keeping them from undergoing multiple scattering inside the analyzer. The back of PIN
diodes is shielded by a 1-mrn thick A1 plate from direct exposure to target plasma
emission.

The Larmor radius RL of electrons with relativistic effects is given by

Here m, and mg are relativistic and rest mass of electron, and Ker is the relativistic
electron kinetic energy. Energy bins of the electron analyzer as a function of detector
position is shown in Fig. 3-12. The three PIN detectors are located at 45, 250, and
550 keV energy ranges. Each detector is filtered by a 12-pm A1 foil as a light shield.
The range of 45 keV electron in A1 is 17 pm and approximately 70% of electrons can
go through the foil while the foils for 250 and 550 keV channel provide 100%
transmission to electrons.
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Fig. 3-1 1 The magnetic electron analyzer detects discrete electron energy
distribution. A hole opposite to the entrance hole avoids x-rays and
ions from producing noises due to scattering inside the analyzer.
The detectors are shielded from direct exposure to emissions from
plasma
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Fig. 3-12 The location of three detectors of the magnetic electron analyzer and
the corresponding electron energies. The separation of the two lines
for each detector corresponds to the size of the detector aperture and
thus energy resolution.

III-4-d X-rays (K-edge filtered PIN and PMT+scintillator)
Two kinds of x-ray radiation, continuum radiation and Ka emission, give the
characteristics of high energy free electrons in the plasma and both are used in the
experiments. Continuum radiation is emitted when a free electron is deflected from its
orbit in an ion field (bremsstrahlung) or absorbed by ions (recombination). The emitted
photon energy depends on the electron energy at a given ion species and impact
parameter,27 therefore, the electron spectra can be deduced by observing the resulting
continuum spectra. K, emission is produced when a high energy electrons collide with
a neutral atom and ionizes one of the K-shell electrons whose vacancy in turn is filled
by another electron from L-shell. Since K-shell ionization cross section and the K,
fluorescenceyield is the largest among similar processes, the K, emission from a solid

target have been used as a diagnostic of hot electron characterization in laser-plasma
interactions.28-32
In these experiments, the continuum measurement is used to estimate the
temperature and total energy of electrons whereas the K, emission was measured to
estimate an electron kinetic energy. Both measurements use K-edge filtering to resolve
x-ray spectrum. The method utilizes the fact that the transmission of a filter shows a
gentle cutoff on low energy side and a very sharp cutoff on high energy side at the Kedge which together form a band-pass structure. The examples of the transmission of
several filters used for the continuum measurements are shown in Fig. 3-13 By
choosing an appropriate combination of filters according to plasma conditions,
continuum emission can be distinguished from line emissions (desirable or
undesirable).
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Fig 3- 13 X-ray transmission of the filters used for continuum measurements.
The transmission includes Be 25 pm (vacuum shield) and A1 pm
(light shield). Response of the Scintillator is assumed to be flat over

the range.

The continuum measurement
A scintillator-photomultipliertube (PMT) m y consisting of four identical channels

was used to measure the continuum emission (see Fig. 3-14, only one channel of the
m y is shown). The detectors are mounted concentrically on a single vacuum-chamber
flange 35' to 45' from the target normal. The detectors are located at 46 an away from
the target and subtend a solid angle of 2.3~10-3sr. This detector combination has been
chosen because of its good quantum efficiency for high energy photons. The array
uses Harshaw 8S8/2 detectors which consist of 2 inch by 2 inch cylindrical NaI
scintillators mounted on RCA 6342A PMTs. In addition to the K-edge filters, each
detector has a 25 pm Be vacuum window and a 25 pm A1 light shield which have
100% transmission above 10 keV photons. Pb collimators provide high energy
scattering photon shield. The detectors were calibrated in siru, by x-ray silicone PIN
diodes. The calibration assumes an isotropic radiation distribution since the PMT array
and PIN diodes view the target at different angles. The calibration was done by
comparing the total signal from both detectors. The PIN diodes have a known spectral
response based on the x-ray absorption of silicone.

Chamber wall

Fig. 3- 14 One channel of k-edge filtered scintillator photomultiplier (PMT) xray detector is shown.

At the range of Ehv > Z2EH (Ehv and EH are photon energy and the ionization
energy of hydrogen -13.7 eV), the radiation spectrum (the summation of the
recombination and bremssaahlung) falls off as exp

.27 n u s the ratio of

continuum signals from two different channel with known spectral response (fl and f2)
is a function of the electron temperature, T,;

The electron temperature can be detennined in this manner. A set of filter combination
(Sn 10 pm, Mo 25 pm, Ti 500 pm, and Ag 130 pm) is chosen so that a plasma
temperature of approximately 10 keV, at which the emission power is maximum at Ehv
= 20 keV, is determined. Figure 3-15 show the spectral transmission of the k-edge

filters. The spectral response includes the transmission of Be 25-pm vacuum window
and A1 25-pm light shield. The spectral sensitivity of the scintillator (measured in

keV/Coulomb) is constant over the desirable spectral range. Since the response of each
channel depends on the temperature (slope of the spectrum), the expected spectrum
through each filter is also shown in Fig. 3- 15 for Te = 10 keV as an example.

Photon energy (keV)
Fig 3- 15 Expected x-ray spectrum calculated for each filter combination at Te
= 10 keV.

The total energy of bremsstrahlung can be obtained, once the electron temperature is
known. Let Edet be the energy of bremsstrahlung detected by a detector 1, then the total
~ by
energy E R is~given

P(R+B)
dEhv
E R =~ ~
Edet
If1 P(R+B)dEhv

9

where Prn+~)(Eh~)
is the total spectral power (recombination and bremsstrahlung). The
continuum emission originates from either recombination or bremsstrahlung and the
present diagnostic doesn't distinguish between them. However, for electrons with a

Maxwellian velocity distribution, the ratio of recombination radiation to bremsstrahlung
is given by 27

where Z is ion charge state and electron temperature Te is given in keV. Since PRIPB<
1 when Te > 1 keV, only the conmbution from the bremsstrahlung will be considered
here. Brernsstrahlung then represents the total radiation power and is given by,

where Te is expressed in keV. This expression can be used to estimate the total energy
of hot electrons, Ehot by comparing with measured radiation energy, that is,

where radiation is assumed to last the duration of the laser pulse.

The K a measurement
A1 filtered PIN x-ray diodes (Quantrad 100-PIN-125 with 0.25 pm Si entrance
window) are used for K, emission measurements. Although, this scheme is capable of
determining the electron spectrum when used with multilayered targets and high
resolution spectroscopy, the determination depends on an assumed spectral shape. The
present experiment uses this diagnostic only as a signature of the high energy electron
generation, namely single layered targets and a low resolution K-edge filtered
spectroscopy are used. By choosing a proper combination of Ka emitter and filter
material, this method provides adequate information on high energy electron
production. Since the A1 target has a thickness of 6000A,most of which (>60%)

remains solid during the interaction, A1 K, 1.48 keV can be used as the high energy
electron signature.
The most important requirement for the diagnostic is the capability of distinguishing
the K, emission from resonance lines. The PIN diode is filtered by a 12-pm foil with
the K-edge at 1.56 keV providing a cutoff ratio of 108 between A1 K, and Hea (1.59
keV) which is to be the strongest line emission from a few hundreds eV plasma.
Figure.3-16 is a channel spectral response including the A1 filter and detector
sensitivity, The high energy sensitivity cut-off above Ehv =20 keV is due to the fmite
thickness of the PIN diode's sensitive layer (125 pm). The detector is sensitive to the
continuum emission between 4 keV and 20 keV, however, that energy is usually
negligible compared to the line emission.

Photon energy (keV)
Fig 3-16 Spectral response of the K, detector. The K-edge of 12-pm A1
filter provide a 108 discrimination between the Ka and Ha lines.
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CHAPTER IV
Results
IV-1 Absorption measurements
The fractional absorption of laser energy to targets are shown in Fig. 4-1 as a
function of the angle of incidence, Bin,. Figures (a) and (b) correspond to the high
(mainlprepulse > 105) and low (= 103) contrast pulse interactions. The open and
closed circles indicate s- and p-polarizations and each data point is an average of 10
laser shots. There is approximately 10% shot-to-shot fluctuation.
The absorption was measured with a nominal laser intensity of 3x1015 w/cm2
calculated for normal incidence. The laser energy was kept constant for all the incident
angles, thus, the effective intensity on target depends on Bin,.

For example, the

effective intensity at Bin, = 20' is 5.4 times larger than that of Bin, = 80'. The
backscattered energy was only 2 to 4% in both the low and high contrast pulse
interactions for all the angle of incidnece. In spite of the polarization and incident angle
dependence of the integrating sphere measurement for the high intensity contrast case,
the back scattering energy shows only a slight difference on incident angle, if any, and
no polarization dependence. The values in Figs. 4-1 include the back scattering
measurements.
The absorption characteristics in terms of the laser polarization and incident angle
are dramatically altered between the two pulse contrasts. There is no polarization
dependence for the absorption in the low contrast case while the absorption in the high
contrast case exhibits a strong polarization dependence. The absorption of the low
contrast pulse declines monotonically with increasing incident angle (see Fig. 4-1-a), a
tendency similar to the absorption of s-polarized light interacting with long-scale length
plasmas

where collisional absorption in underdense plasma is dominant. This

observation is consistent with the existence of the prepulse (see Fig. 3-3-a) whose

intensity and energy both exceed the breakdown threshold of solids.2 The polarization
insensitivity indicates that there is a polarization mixing at the critical density or that the
absorption due to resonance field does not play a very important role. In spite of these
differences, both low contrast and high contrast (p-polarization) exhibit -50%
absorption. The balance of absorbed energy deposition to ions and x-rays will be
discussed for high and low contrast pulse interactions in chapter V.
An interesting and important polarization dependence appears in the high contrast
case where p-polarization absorption is always larger than that of s-polarization (see
Fig. 4- 1-b). This difference is approximately 30% when the incident angle is 55'. The
difference is smaller towards the nonnal incidence indicating the contribution of ppolarized component of laser electric field to the difference because the distinction
between the polarizations diminishes towards the n o d incidence. It is shown, in the
description of ion energy measurement, that most of the energy difference between the
two polarizations appears as fast ion energy. It can be stated from the comparison of
ions and absorption measurements that the absorption of p-polarized light in high
contrast case consists of two mechanisms, one of which does not depends on the
polarization and the other appears only for p-polarized light. Since the additional
absorption due to p-polarized component seems to generate the fast ions, the
characteristics of the absorption mechanism will be examined by the fast ions
characteristic dependence on p-polarized component of laser.
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Incident angle dependence of laser energy absorption measured by
the integrating sphere. The open and closed circles indicate s- and
p-polarizations. The low contrast pulse absorption (a) exhibits no
polarization dependence while the high contrast pulse absorption (b)
shows a clear polarization dependence. The absorption difference
between s- and p-polarization at 55' incident angle is 30%.

IV-2 X-ray emission
To provide a reference for the characteristics of the nonthermal electrons produced
from the high contrast interactions, the characteristics of electrons produced from low
contrast interaction or under the existence of preformed plasma were examined. With a
preformed plasma more electron energy is converted to x-ray emission. This reflects
the electrons characteristics such as temperature and total energy. Targets were
irradiated with the same conditions as high intensity contrast interactions, that is, with
t incident angle of 55". First, plasma electron
an intensity of 1.6~1015~ / c m Z a an
temperature is deduced by comparing observed x-ray signals with calculated values
assuming a Maxwellian electron distribution. The temperature and energy of the
radiation are used to estimate the total energy deposited into the nonthermal electrons.
A K-edge filtered scintillator-PMT array is used to detect x-ray continuum emissions

and estimate the nonthermal electron temperatures3* Sigruficant signals are detected
only during the low contrast interactions. The high contrast interactions, on the other
hand, did not produce any detectable signal. The reduction of the signal from the low
contrast to the high contrast interactions is at least two orders of magnitude. Therefore,
the x-ray measurements will be described only for the low contrast case. No significant
polarization dependence of the electron temperature and x-ray yield was found in the
low contrast interaction. This is consistent with the absorption measurements. The
expected signal ratios between the four PMT channels as a function of electron
temperature are calculated according to Eq.3-5 and are shown by the lines in Figs.4-2.
The calculations assume a two-temperature (hot and cold electrons) Maxwellian
distribution, however, the results are not sensitive to the choice of cold electron
temperature and are obtained with 500 eV. In Figs.4-2 the horizontal mows represent
the experimental values which connect to vertical arrows indicating corresponding hot
electron temperatures. Each experimental value represents seven-shot data average with
an uncertainty of 20%. The detectors view targets 35'-45'

away from the target

normal, however, no significant signal deviation within the array due to the detector
location was found. The signal ratios include the sensitivity of an individual detector.

Three figures agree on 3-7 keV hot elecmn temperature reasonably well.

a Signal ratio of Ag/Mo compared to theory (solid line)

Electron temperature (keV)

b Signal ratio of T i o compared to theory (solid line)

Electron temperature (keV)
Fig. 4-2

X-ray signal ratios as a function of hot electron temperature. The
experimental values of signal ratios between the filter combinations
are indicated by arrows. Uncertainty of the ratios are e 0 % at most.
Three combinations agree with reasonably to a 532 keV of hot
electron temperature.

Assuming an isotropic radiation, total continuum radiation energy, ER,, can be
estimated using Eq.3-6 and the measured temperature. Although, ER,,

when

expressed in terms of a fraction of the incident laser energy,varies from shot to shot and
from detector to another, they range from 0.004% to 0.022%. These fractional x-ray
yields are similar to the results of a previous experimental study on a hard x-ray
measurements of long pulse (750 ps) C02 laser-irradiated targets.5 Taking That = 5
keV, ni = 1020 cm-3, and Z = 11 as the average values for underdense plasma, Eq.3-7
estimates the ratio of the electron energy to the radiation energy to be 150 which gives
0.5% to 3% of laser energy deposited into hot electron energy. If the x-ray emission is
directed toward the target normal, the estimated values might have given the lower limit

since the energy of the x-ray is obtained -40" from the target and isotropic emission is
assumed.
Assuming the hot electrons are generated by resonance absorption, the mean energy
6
of heated electrons is related to the absorbed laser intensity
by,

<E> = (mewabsLn/%)./'
This expression can be used to estimate the absorbed energy with <E> = 5 keV and

L,

= 1 pm (assuming 1x106 cm/sec thermal expansion in 100 ps, the duration of the

prepulse) giving -20% of absorption fraction. Precise determination of the energy
fraction requires measurements of L,and distribution of radiation.
IV-3 Ion measurements

This section will discuss the ion current measurements, the most important
diagnostic of this study. To fully characterize the ion emission, extensive
measurements have been conducted including p-polarized intensity dependence of ion
blowoff, angular dismbution, and ion charge dismbution. These ion data are used to
obtain the characteristics of the high energy electrons such as temperature, kinetic
energy, and total number. Dramatic changes of the ion blowoff characteristics due to
the interacting pulse contrasts are described. Then, the focus of attention is given to the
ion emission from the high contrast pulse interaction where an strong dependence of ppolarized component has been found.
IV-3-a Intensity contrast dependence

Figures 4-3 show ion current traces detected along the target normal. The distance
from the target to the detector was 26 cm. The targets were irradiated with an intensity
of 1.6~1015W / m 2 at an incident angle of 55'. Each curve is obtained by averaging up
to seven laser shots under similar conditions with a -20% shot-to-shot fluctuation. All
of the ion current traces with the exception of the high contrast s-polarized pulse exhibit
two-ion-component feature; a fast ion component leading a thermal component as noted

in the figures. Although, the thermal component of the high contrast interactions is
much more energetic than that of the low contrast interactions, the component is still
called "thermal" because it exists with s-polarization where only gasdynamic processes
(thermal effects) are expected to be involved. There are number of distinctive features
between the two pulse contrast cases in terms of polarization dependence, amplitude of
current, and ion kinetic energy (velocity) which are described below.
There is no polarization dependence to within the uncertainty of the measurement in
the case of low contrast pulse interaction (Fig. 4-3-a). Both polarizations show the
predominant thermal ion component. The polarization independence is consistent with
the absorption measurement and suggests that the absorption process due to a
resonantly oscillating field at the critical density is inoperative or that the mixing
between the polarization occurs. Both polarizations also show a fast ion component
indicative of resonance absorption and/or other processes which produce hot electrons
(The small bursts at the time origin are due to high energy electrons and x-rays).
However, the amount of fast ion is much smaller than that of the high contrast pulse
interaction, an important distinction between the two conditions. The polarization
independence of the hot electron generation has been related to the rippling of the
critical surface due to a radiation pressure

which is likely to be taking place in the

presence of the preformed plasma. This is consistent with the x-ray measurements.
The ion current traces from the high contrast pulse interaction, on the other hand,
exhibit a clear polariz~tiondependence. The trace of p-polarization has both fast and
thennal component while s-polarization has thermal component only (Fig. 4-3-b). This
is consistent with the absorption measurements. The fast ion peak dominates the
thermal component and has been found to carry 40% of the absorbed laser energy.
This is in contrast to the low contrast case where less than a few percent of the laser
energy goes to the fast component. The appearance of the large fast ion component
indicates an important influence of the p-polarization component of the laser electric

field on the absorption process and has been further investigated in terms of the ppolarized intensity strength as is described in next section.
The second feature is that the ion current density from high contrast interaction is
about fifty times larger than that of the low contrast interactions (note the units of the
ordinate). A single charge collector only detect a part of the entire ion blowoff and the
total ion current is supplemented by ion angular distribution measurements described in
the following section. Therefore, the ion current density depends on the angular
distribution ion blowoff. Since the strength of current depends also on the velocity of
canier, the strong ion current in the high contrast pulse is due to the high velocity of
ions which is the third feature described below. In fact the total number of ions
detected by the ion trace measurements has been found to be similar between the two
contrast cases.
The third feature is the overall velocity shift towards higher velocity in the high
contrast interactions. Even the thermal component from the high contrast case falls in
the velocity range of the fast ion component of low contrast case. This suggests that a
very high temperature is realized in the region of the thermal component production.
The kinetic energy of the fast ion component at the peak of the current (at 0.35 ps) is
approximately 80 keV. The ion charge state measurements confirmed that this
component consists of A1 ions.
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Ion current traces from low and high contrast pulse interactions
detected at the target normal. (a) Low contrast interactions and (b)
high contrast interactions. Solid lines and broken lines correspond
to s- and p-polarized light, respectively.

IV-3-b P-polarized intensity dependence
To examine the effects of laser polarization on the ion emission, total laser energy
(intensity I=) and p-polarized intensity Ip (defined in Eq.3- 1 as igc~s%~)were altered
independently. To alter Ip, the polarization-control h/2 wave plate was set to
intermediate positions between pure s- and p-polarizations with total energy being kept
constant. Two total laser intensity settings were used; 1x1015 and 8x 1015 ~ / c m 2 .
Three ion curves for different Ip were obtained for each total intensity and are shown in
Fig 4-4-(a) and (b), respectively. The detector configuration is same as for Fig. 4-3.
Each curve again represents a seven-shot average with a 20% uncertainty indicated by
an error bar. In Fig. 4-4-a Ipls are 1x1015 (p-polarization), 3x1014, and 0 (spolarization) w/cm2 indicated by solid, broken and dotted lines, respectively.
Likewise, in Fig. 4-4-b Ip = 8 (dotted line), 5 (broken line), and 1 (solid line) x1015
W/cm2. It appears in both figures that the amplitude and the balance between the two
components depend on Ip. It is important to note that two traces indicated by the solid
lines in Fig. 4-4-a and b were obtained with nearly identical Ip and show similar curves
despite the difference in lo by a factor of eight (see Fig. 4-5). From these figures, it is
clear that the ion current trace depends entirely on the p-polarized intensity and not the
total laser energy or intensity.
Another interesting point is that the relative amplitude of the two components
strongly depends on Ip. Between Ip = 1x1015 and 5xl015~1crn2the dominant peak is
reversed and the growth of the fast ion component seems to saturate while the thermal
component keep growing at the highest intensities. This suggests the transition of
interaction processes at that intensity.
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P-polarized intensity Ip dependence of ion current. (a) Ion current
traces with Ip<1015 ~ / c m 2(10, 3, 0x1014 ~ I c m 2from top to
bottom) and IL is kept constant (1x1015 w/cm2). (b) with Ip=8, 5.
1x1015 ~ / c m while
2
IL is kept 8x1015 w/cm2. The solid lines in
both figures are similar despite of a factor of eight difference in IL.

Time of flight (ps)
Fig. 4-5

Comparison of two ion current traces obtained from different total
laser intensity but a similar p-polarized intensity (Ip = 1015 w/cm2).
The solid and the broken lines correspond to I= = 8 x 1 0 ~ 5and
1x1015 Wlcm2.

IV-3-c Ion velocity distribution and electron temperature
The ion current traces shown in Figs.4-4 are converted to velocity distribution by

Eq. 3-3 and shown in Fig. 4-6 (only three representative curves are shown).
Polarization and velocity dependent ion charge distribution described in the next section
is taken into account in calculating the ion number. The velocity distribution clearly
shows a high energy tail which consists of the fast ion component.

1x108
Ion velocity ( d s e c )
Fig. 4-6

2x108

Ion velocity distribution calculated from the ion current trace and ion
charge measurement. Only three p-polarized intensities are chosen
to represent the electron temperature dependence on Ip. The electron
temperatures were obtained by fitting the isothermal expansion
model (see section II-6) to the slope of fast ion distribution.

The high energy tail is fit by the isothermal expansion model to deduce the electron
temperature which is plotted against Ip in Fig. 4-7. By fitting a straight line to the slope
of the high energy tail of the distribution, electron temperature can be deduced through
an expression which is derived in Eq. 2-34;

T, =

M,q
ZA slope2 '

where MA^ is the mass of A1 ion. The isothermal expansion model seems to be
plausible since the high energy ion tail of the velocity distribution extends a straight line
which is expected from the model. The applicability of the isothermal expansion model
to the present plasma condition depends on the assumption of plasma neutrality. This
is verified by the fact that the additional absorption for p-polarized light due to the
ponderomotive force appears as a fast ion energy entirely, therefore, the energy transfer

from electrons to ions is very efficient which suggests that the ion acceleration is done
at the very beginning of the expansion and ions move with electrons keeping the charge
neutrality. Note that the when ions and electrons expand together, almost entire energy
is carried by ions assuming the electron thennal energy is not extremely high,

Tfli-i.
The open and closed circles in Fig. 4-7 correspond to the low and high total laser
intensity, IL (Fig. 4-4-a and b), respectively. It is apparent that electron temperature
depends only on Ip and not Ip. The error bars on the figure come from the uncertainty
of fitting a straight line to a slightly curved high energy tail. This temperature will be
compared with the directed energy of accelerated electrons to explain the narrow angle
of ion angular distribution and acceleration mechanism.
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Electron temperature as a function of p-polarized intensity, Ip
deduced from the velocity distribution using an isothermal
expansion model. The open and closed circles correspond to the
low and high IL (Fig. 4-4-a and b), respectively. The electron
temperature depends only on Ip.

IV-3-d Ion charge measurements
The ion charge distribution detected by charge collectors is required to calculate
both ion number and electron kinetic energy accelerating the fast ions as well as electron
temperature. The velocity distribution of ion charge state is used to translate the ion
current to the ion number. The ion charge measurements also give a measure of how
much ion-electron recombination takes place during flight. Recombination has to be
taken into account in calculating the kinetic energy of the electrons from the total ion
energy.
The ion charge state from the high contrast interaction detected along the target
normal is plotted against the ion velocity in Fig. 4-8. The target irradiation condition is
same as for the ion current trace measurements. Although the electrostatic analyzer
only distinguishes ZIA, ion charge per unit atomic mass, the targets consist of pure Al,
therefore, A is futed to be 27. There is a possibility of a contamination layer such as
diffusion pump oil building up on the surface of targets and producing H+(hydrogen)
ions.

H+can be accelerated preferentially in the plasma potential and would obtain

maximum velocity, resulting a fast ion peak if they exist. The analyzer can distinguish

H+ from other ions since only H+ has ZJA=l and, within the detector sensitivity,
confmed that there are no

H+ ions in current trace. The two polarizations exhibit

different dependence on velocity, however, up to eleventh charge state (He-like) has
been found in both polarizations which is consistent with the temperature measurement
described later. In calculating the velocity distribution, it is assumed that charge state of
the entire ion blowoff is represented by this measurement. The average ion charge 7
is calculated by
fast

f
a

P

7(t\T(t)

where Z, I, Vi are charge state, current and velocity of ions, respectively. The
integration was done over the fast ion peak and was 7 = 5.6f1.
The ion charge state detected by the charge collectors may be affected by a threebody-recombination during flight. The estimate of the recombination is required to
calculate the electron energy at birth. Since the degree of the recombination is a
function of electron temperature and ion velocity, i.e. the p-polarized intensity Ip, the
variation of the recombination due to different Ip was supplemented by a model
calculation 8. In their calculation, Goforth and Hammerling solved recombination rate
equation and showed that the expected ion charge state at the detector depends on
plasma electron temperature (see Fig. 4 of the reference 8). To compare their
calculation and our experimental results, the electron temperature deduced from ion
measurements as a function of p-polarized intensity, Ip, was used to map out the.
average ion charge against Ip and shown in Fig. 4-9. The model and the experiment are
in good agreement and the calculated recombination is incorporated into the electron
kinetic energy calculation described in the following section.
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Fig. 4-9 Comparison of the experimental data and model calculation on
measured ion charge states. The calculation is based on the three
body recombination.

IV-3-e Polar angular distribution of ions
The angular dismbutions of the ion number measured by the charge collector array
are shown in Fig. 4-10for high (Fig. a) and low (Fig. b) contrast pulses. These
2 55' incident angle. Each data
dismbutions were obtained with Ip = 1x1015 ~ / c m at
point corresponds to the position of detector and is determined by integrating the ion
current over the time period for which relevant ion component is detected. The
horizontal and vertical error bars correspond to the detector solid angle and uncertainty
of multiple shot averaging, respectively. To deduce the number of ions, the velocity
dependence of ion charge state shown in Fig. 4-9is assumed to be valid over the
angular distribution. The angular distributions of fast and thermal components are
obtained separately for the high contrast pulse interaction. The figures show the polar
angular distribution of the normalized number of ions emitted with respect to the target
normal. No azimuthal dependence was found by the detectors in horizontd and vertical
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Fig. 4-10 Angular distribution of ion blowoff shows interaction pulse contrast
dependence. Ion biowoff of the high contrast pulse (Fig. a) forms
much narrower plume than that of low contrast pulse (Fig. b). Each
point corresponds to the position of detector. Two components
from the high contrast pulse have distinctive distribution.

planes so that the target normal is the axis of the symmetry and total number of ions can
be calculated from these data alone. The distribution is much narrower from the high
contrast pulses and exhibits two distinctive cone angles between the fast (-5') and
thermal ion (-20') components. The difference in the cone angle will be related to the

temperature and directed (kinetic) energy of electrons which accelerate the ions.

IV-3-f Calculation of the electron kinetic energy
An important parameter to be estimated is the total ion (electron) kinetic energy.
The ions carry a large fraction (-60%) of absorbed laser energy and reflect the field
strength of the resonantly oscillating plasma wave in the high contrast case. The total
energy of electrons accelerating the fast ions is calculated by integrating the ion kinetic
energy over the fast ion peak in the ion current trace,
fast

fast

where Ni = kff(t)/eZ(t)Vi(t)is the total ion flux and the effect of ion angular distribution
is included in kff(t). The total fast ion kinetic energy is approximately 20% of incident
laser energy, while the difference in absorption between the polarizations appears 30%
of incident energy which is about half the total absorption of p-polarization. The
discrepancy between the ion and absorption measurements will be resolved by Ka
measurements which will be described in the next section. Only a few percent of laser
energy appears in the ion kinetic energy from s-polarized light.
The kinetic energy per electron, &, is estimated from EM by

where the integration is over the duration of the fast ion component. The denominator
is the total number of electrons accelerating the fast ions assuming charge neutrality.
Recombination effects shown in Fig. 4-9 are taken into account in y. The results are
plotted against Ip in Fig. 4- 11.

io15
P-polarized intensity (W/cm2)
Fig. 4- 11 Electron kinetic energy accelerated from the resonantly oscillating
fields.

IV-3-g Factors affecting the estimation of electron energy at n,,
There are several factors which lead to the errors in estimating the electron energy.

If a fraction of electrons escape from the underdense region before giving their energies
to ions then the energy calculated from the ions is underestimated. There is also a
group of electrons penetrating into the overdense region and going further through the
bulk target. However, these electrons do not contribute to the fast ion acceleration and
thus won't affect the kinetic energy estimation. Furthermore, these electrons turn
around due to the target potential and can be accelerated by the resonance field again.
In other words, electrons accelerated into vacuum transfer their energy to plasma (ion)

expansion whereas electrons penetrating into the bulk target will turn around since
plasma can not expand into solid material. An estimation of the energy deposition in
the bulk target by the nonthermal electrons is given by the K, emission measurement.

IV-4 Ka emission
A complementary measurement of the electron kinetic energy was obtained by the

K, emission. The detector was located 15 cm away from the targets and viewing -30'
above the plane of incidence. Figure. 4- 12 shows x-ray emissions into all solid angles
calculated from the PIN diode signals assuming an isotropic radiation. The error bar
corresponds to the uncertainty of the shot-by-shot fluctuation of signal. The Ka
emission increases as the p-polarized intensity increases which is consistent with the
electron kinetic energy measurements by ions. When the p-polarized intensity is less
than 1x 1015 W/cm2, the signal is dominated by continuum emission primarily between
3 and 20 keV photon energies (see Fig. 3-16 for detector response). This signal level

determines the lowest detection level of the measurement. The dependence of the K,
emission on electron energy will be compared with the electron kinetic energy variation
as a function of p-polarized intensity in next chapter.
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Fig. 4-12 X-ray signal in all solid angles measured by an Al-filtered Ka
detector. The signal exhibit a dependence on the p-polarized
intensity.

The energy deposition into the solid A1 target can be estimated by total Ka
emissions using the Ka fluorescence yield. 9 The calculations assume that 4&

of Al

remains solid behind the plasma and electrons consist of 6 keV monoenergetic
electrons. In 40008,thick solid Al, a single 6 keV electron can deposit 4.5 keV of its
energy out of which 1x10-3 Ka photons are emitted. From Fig. 4.- 12, the measured
total photon number is of the order of 1010 which would have been produced by
8x1012electrons. Since each electron deposit 4.5 keV of its energy in the solid Al, the
total energy deposition is 6 tnJ which is approximately 11%of the incident laser energy
and corresponds to the missing energy between the absorption and ion measurements.
The estimated energy might have been underestimated since the assumed A1 thickness

(40008,)gives the minimum remaining solid during the interaction.

IV-5 Super high energy electrons
Additional measurements has been done on very high energy electrons (>50 keV)
using the magnetic electron analyzer (MEA). It is worth noting that this diagnostic is
not to measure those electrons responsible to the fast ion acceleration, however, the
results of the diagnostic are described since interesting observations have been obtained
from the measurement. Out of three channels (50, 250 550 keV), only the 250-keVchannel yields significant amounts of signal. Figure 4-13 shows the signal of the high
energy electrons as a function of p-polarized intensity. Detectable amounts of noise
were present in the 50- and 550-keV channels when the 250-keV channel detected a
significant amount of signal (>lo in the vertical scale) and are indicated as a noise level
in the Figure. Since the 250 keV electron deposits more than 95% of its energy in the
detector sensitive layer, the PIN diode's quantum efficiency (4x10-20CIeV) lo can be
used to calculate the number of electrons detected. Assuming the detector's solid angle
still can be calculated by the detector size and the electron path length and an isotropic
distribution of electron, the total number of electrons emitted from the plasmas is
calculated to be approximately 2x107. This number translates to the total energy of
electron, -8~10-4d.This amount of energy can not be attributed to the fast ion
acceleration.
Although, the effects of these very energetic electrons on ion acceleration is
negligible, it is interesting to note that the onset of these energetic electrons coincides
with the saturation of the growth of the fast ion peak (see Fig. 4-4-b). It is also
interesting that the electron spectrum is highly monoenergetic. A large target potential
due to the energetic electron emission

can not be accounted for the monoenergetic

electron distribution since it would only shift the electron spectrum. Some speculation
on the production of these electrons will be discussed in the next chapter in conjunction

with the fast ion saturation.

P-polarized intensity (w/cm2)
Fig. 4-13 P-polarized intensity dependence of 250 keV electron production.
The lowest level of detection is determined by continuum emissions.
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CHAPTER V
Analysis and discussion

V-1 Introduction
The primary experimental results are summarized as the following. The high
intensity contrast interaction produces the fast ion blowoff whose flux strongly depends
on the p-polarized intensity alone (not on the total laser intensity). This fast ion
production and polarization dependence of ion blowoff characteristics appear only in
the high contrast interactions. The plasma temperature and electron kinetic energy are
calculated from the ion velocity distribution and the energyfnumber measurements of
ions. These measurements show that the suprathermal electrons accelerating the fast
ions consist of a fairly monoenergetic distribution (typically 6 keV kinetic and 500 eV
thermal energy). Additional measurements on Ka emission estimate that about 10% of
laser energy is absorbed by suprathermal electrons which go into the bulk of target.
This estimation together with the total fast ion energy measurement reveal that the
absorption difference between the s- and p-polarization can be accounted for by the
suprathermal electrons.
In this chapter, the above experimental results are interpreted in terms of the
ponderomotive acceleration of the suprathermal electrons in the resonantly enhanced
laser field at the critical surface. In this model, the enhancement of the p-polarized laser
field is determined by the plasma-wave dispersion. This spatially localized field
accelerates the oscillating electrons to its potential energy (up to 6 keV) and expels them

fromthe resonance region. These high energy electrons leave the immobile ions behind
and build up a ambipolar field which then accelerates the ions. These ions eventually
catch up with the electrons and appear as the fast ions. Most of the energy which
initially resides in the electron fluid is transferred to the ion kinetic energy. These high

energy particles form an underdense plasma which determines the scale length and the
enhancement of the resonance field.
Based on this picture, the amplitude of the resonantly oscillating electric fields of
plasma wave at the critical surface is calculated from the ion kinetic energy
measurement and compared with a theoretical calculation which includes plasma-wave
coupling effects. The significance of the p-polarized laser electric field to the
absorption is examined in terms of the thermal component of ions and incident angle
dependence of absorption. The monoenergetic feature of the accelerated electrons by
the ponderomotive force is confirmed by using energy and angular distribution of ion
measurements and Ka emissions. The picture of the ponderomotive acceleration of
electrons in the resonance region is then examined against the wavebreaking mechanism
in cold plasma limit to show the it is consistent with the plasma conditions observed by
various diagnostics. Finally plasma depletion condition is examined as a cause of the
saturation of fast ion peak growth and some speculation on the mechanism of the super
energetic electrons is given. To avoid confusion, it is noted that the experimental
observations used in this chapter refer to those of the high contrast interaction unless
otherwise mentioned.

V-2 Plasma density scale length
The density scale length of underdense plasma, L,= (Vn,/n,)-1, an important
parameter in determining the coupling between the incident laser and resonantly
oscillating electric field at the critical surface, can be deduced from the the total number
of fast ions. This assumes that the high energy electrons emitted from the critical
surface accelerate ions through an ambipolar field and together form an underdense
plasma. This assumption has been found to be a self-consistent picture of the present
plasma condition. The total number of fast ions, Nfasb is calculated using the angular
distribution and velocity dependent ion charge state,

fast

Here bft(t)is an integrated ion current which includes the angular distribution according
to the results shown in Fig. 4-10-a. The integration is over the period of fast ion
detection. The angular distribution is assumed to be independent of Ip. Using the spot
area of the focused beam, Aspot,and assuming an exponential density profile, Lnis
related, after an integration over space, to Nfxt by;

where no is the electron density at the critical surface.
The Ip dependence of L,shown in Fig. 5-1 saturates at Ln= 2000A or total ion
number of 6.6~109when Ip > 1015 ~ / c m 2indicating
,
the upper limit of ion number
which can be drawn from the plasmas during the interaction. One of the simplest
interpretations for the cause of the saturation would be the depletion of plasma particles
in the resonance region. This mechanism will be discussed later in conjunction with a
density cavity formation. Ln= 2000A is consistent with the plasma expansion at the
ion sound velocity calculated with Ke= 6 keV replacing electron temperature, that is,

The total number of ions is larger in low contrast case than in high contrast case by
a factor of five. The larger ion number in the low contrast case is consistent with the
polarization independence of absorption and ion emission characteristics, since the
prepulse (= 1013 W/cm2) creates a relatively long scale underdense plasma which
attenuates the EM waves before they reach the critical surface and obscures the
polarization effects. The rippling of the critical surface developing during the prepulse
also blurs the polarization effects. Assuming the underdense plasma produced by the
prepulse is responsible to most of the absorption and appears as the thennal component

in the ion current, the scale length is estimated to be approximately 1 pm in the low
contrast case. Since the x-ray measurements estimate the hot electron energy to be 3%
at most and the incident angular dependence of absorption exhibits the trend similar to
that of long scale length plasmas where inverse bremsstrahlung prevails, collisional
absorption seems to be a dominant absorption mechanism for the low contrast
interactions. This explains why the low contrast pulse interaction exhibits no
polarization dependence.
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Plasma density scale length, L,,=(Vn+J*)-l, calculated from the total
number of fast ion component. An exponential density profile
which is consistent with an isothermal expansion is assumed.

V-3 Calculation of the intensity enhancement at the critical surface
Since the accelerated electron energy equals the ponderomotive potential which is
proportional to the laser intensity, the electric field strength of the resonantly oscillating
field can be calculated from the electron kinetic energy. The measured electron kinetic

energy, shown in Fig. 4- 11, is converted to laser electric field (intensity) by Eq. 2-28
and shown, in terms of enhancement factor, in Fig. 5-2 indicated by closed circles.
The theoretical calculation of the enhancement of laser elecmc field at the critical
point includes two factors; the plasma-wave coupling effects and the tunneling of the
elecmc field from the turning point to the critical point. As the resonance field grows at
the critical point, the pressure gradient associated with the plasma wave broadens the
localization of electrons ( the width of the resonance field ), thus reduces the otherwise
infinitely growing peak field. This effect, the plasma-wave dispersion effect, is
expressed, in terms of the field enhancement fact, by
Ginzburg

(hD)2l3as first derived by

(see Eq. 2-20). The EM wave decay from turning point to the critical

surface is estimated to be -20% by solving a wave equation numerically (see section II1). Thus the intensity enhancement is estimated to be T$
hDJ'

Using experimental values of

L, and T, (for hD) (see Fig. 5-1 and 4-7,

respectively), an Ip dependence of the intensity enhancement is obtained and shown by
open circles in Fig. 5-2. The theoretical values are in a good agreement with the
experimental values showing that, in the present experimental condition, the high
energy electrons are accelerated by the ponderomotive potential in the resonance field at
the critical region whose amplitude is determined by the plasma-wave dispersion
effects. The enhancement due to the plasma-wave dispersion depends both on the scale
length and the plasma temperature (the Debye length). The observed decline of the
enhancement at the higher intensity can be accounted for by the higher temperature ( the
longer Debye length ) and the saturation of the growth of the scale length (see Fig. 51).
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Comparison of intensity enhancement factors estimated from
experiments and calculated using plasma wave convection effects.
Closed and opened circles represent the experiment and calculation,
respectively.

V-4 Resonance field amplitude and p-polarized light absorption
The significance of the resonantly oscillating field and the concomitant particle
acceleration on p-polarized absorption can be observed by comparing the absorption
measurements and ion kinetic energy measurements as well as examining the incident
angle dependence of p-polarized absorption. The absorption measurements show 1040% higher absorption for p-polarization than for s-polarization depending on the
incident angle, 8inc(see Fig. 4-1-b). This difference is 30% for 8inc= 55' and appears
to be comparable to the total ion kinetic energy, approximately 20% of laser energy. A
possible explanation of the 10% discrepancy is discussed in the next paragraph. It has
been shown that the total ion energy is originally absorbed as an electron direct energy
accelerated in the ponderomotive potential and thus should reflect the laser energy

absorption in the critical region. Thus, at least 20% of absorption is due to the
ponderomotive acceleration.
The 10% discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the ion current measurement
only counts the ions expanding toward the vacuum, therefore, the number of electrons
deduced from this measurement is counted only for those electrons accelerated toward
the vacuum. Because of the symmetrical structure of the ponderomotive potential, there
is a group of electrons flowing into the bulk of target which is not to be detected by the
charge collectors. In fact the K, measurements estimate approximately 11% of energy
deposited by the nonthermal electrons in the bulk target. The energy of these missing
electrons can be attributed to the 10% discrepancy between the absorption and ion
measurements. Combining this 10% energy and 20% ion energy obtains 30% of
absorption due to the ponderomotive potential.
These electrons would deposit their energy in the overdense region and produce
more thermal ions than s-polarization does. This effect is apparent in Fig. 5-3 where
only the thermal ion component is extracted from the ion trace of p-polarization (see
Fig. 4-3-b). The extraction is done by subtracting the extrapolated fast ion peak from
the overall current trace. The thermal component from s-polarization is reproduced as a
comparison (broken line). The figure clearly shows that p-polarization produces more
thermal ions than s-polarization, suggesting an additional heating process in ppolarization, that is, heating by the slowing down of the electrons accelerated into the
overdense region by the ponderomotive force. These undetectable (missing) electrons,
however, do not affect the electron (the ponderomotive potential) energy measurement
since only a specific energy is calculated. The 10% of missing energy out of 30%
additional absorption in p-polarization indicates that one third (not a half) of electrons
accelerated from the resonance region deposit their energy into bulk target. This
asymmetry is due to the effects of the plasma pressure in the overdense region. The
electrons flowing into the overdense region build up an ambipolar field, however, the

ions in the critical region do not follow them because of the higher pressure and pull the
electrons back to the resonance region. On the other hand, the electron flowing
opposite direction can escape from the plasma while dragging ions with them.

-
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Thennal component of ion current of p-polarization is extracted by
subtracting the fast ion component from the ion current trace shown
in Fig. 4-3. Ion trace of s-polarization (broken line) is shown as a
comparison .

The effects of the p-polarized laser elecmc field component on the laser absorption
can be seen by extracting the additional absorption due to p-polarization from the
absorption measurements. The absorption measurements shown in Fig. 4-1-b exhibit a
constant absorption for s-polarization and angle dependent absorption for ppolarization. The angle dependent absorption can be obtained by subtracting the spolarization absorption from that of p-polarization. Since the enhanced p-polarized
laser field accounts entirely for the differential absorption, the angle dependent
absorption is related to the p-polarized intensity. The way the angle of incidence
determines the intensity is two folds: 1) effects of focusing spot size which are

proportional to cos8 and 2) a sin28 dependence which comes from refraction of the
light wave in plasma (see Eq. 2-11). Therefore the differential absorption can be
compared with cos8sin28. Here electric field decay from the turning point to the
critical surface is assumed to be constant over the angle of incidence because of the
short density scale length. Fig. 5-4 shows the comparison of the differential absorption
and cosesin28 dependence. The discrepancy between the measurements and
calculations is probably due to the variation of enhancement, i. e. a slight difference in
'lt.

Angle of incidence (degree), 8;lc
Fig. 5-4

Comparison of p-polarized intensity and the pure p-polarized
absorption (p-polarization minus s-polarization). Since the spot size
and p-polarized electric field are proportional to lIcos8 and sin%,
the p-polarized intensity or the enhanced intensity is proportional to
cos8sin28 assuming a constant enhancement. This figure is
consistent with the picture that the additional absorption in ppolarized light appears as ion kinetic energy due to the enhanced
intensity.

V-5 Monoenergetic feature of accelerated electrons
The unique feature of the nearly monoenergetic electron velocity distribution can be
deduced from the ion measurements which are supported by several other experimental
observations. The first experimental evidence is that ion kinetic energy measurements
reveal the existence of high energy electrons of 1-6 keV (see Fig. 4-1 1) whereas ion
velocity distribution indicates a relatively low temperature of 70-450 eV (see Fig. 4-7).
A bulk of electrons with small thermal spread traveling at a few keV of energy is a

consistent physical picture of the observation. This electron distribution can be
described by a shifted Maxwellian distribution, shown in Fig. 5-5,
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Shifted (the solid line) and unshifted Maxwellian (the broken line).
Both distributions correspond to 500 eV temperature. The shifted
Maxwellian is centered at the 6 keV electron energy.

The energy of the accelerated electron is confirmed by the Ka emission
measurements. Figure 5-6 shows the comparison of Ka emission measured by PIN

& detector (closed circle reproduced from Fig. 4- 13) and calculated values (solid line)
which are expected h m monoenergetic electrons distribution. The calculation is based
on an electron energy deposition in solid materials calculated by Spencer and Berger 2,
and measured Ka fluorescence yields.4

~ W O Athick solid A1 is assumed as a Ka

emitter. The p-polarized intensity dependence of electron energy is taken from Fig. 411. The & detection is limited by the continuum emission (value 3 in the ordinate)
and only signals with intensities larger than 1x1015 ~ / c m are
2 compared.
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Comparison of measured Ka signal and calculated signal using
monoenergetic electron distribution. Data points (closed circle) are
reproduced from Fig. 4-12. The solid line corresponds to the
calculation based on monoenergetic electron distribution.

The second experimental evidence is the narrow cone angle of the fast ion angular
distribution. The ratio of the thermal energy to the electron kinetic energy leads to an

angle Bcone = tan-I

(a)

= 7*, when

T, = 0.45 eV, K, = 6 keV. The very low

thermal energy compared with the kinetic energy agrees with the measured cone angle
of the fast ion component (see Fig. 4-10-a). This nearly monoenergetic electron
distribution is used to identify the particle acceleration mechanism in the critical region
in the next section.
Additional supporting evidence comes from the x-ray continuum measurements
where a strong reduction of emission has been observed from low contrast to high
contrast interactions. The cause of the reduction might be two fold. First, the
reduction can be attributed to the absorption mechanism and the plasma cooling time.
In the low contrast interaction the laser absorption takes place mainly in the underdense

plasma through collisional absorption which uniformly heats the plasma. This may
produce a large volume x-ray emitter. The spatially uniform absorption creates gentle
temperature gradient which lowers the heat conduction and lengthens the plasma
cooling time.5 On the other hand. in the high contrast interaction, the laser absorption
takes place in a very narrow region in the vicinity of the critical surface and the
absorbed energy is converted to the electron kinetic energy. The high energy electrons
quickly take the absorbed energy away from the absorption region without heating the
plasma and transfer their energy to the ions. The experimental observation that the total
absorption does not change from the low contrast interaction to the high contrast
whereas emitted ion energy increases from a few percent to 20% of the laser energy is
consistent with the above interpretation.
The difference in the characteristics of high energy electrons produced in the low
and high contrast interactions can be compared by examining the electron energy
dissipation processes. These processes are: 1) collision with other charged particles
and resulting radiation, or 2) energy transfer to plasma expansion through an ambipolar
electric field set by charge separation. The dominant process between the two is

determined by the electron velocity distribution since the cross section of
bremsstrahlung is inversely proportional to velocity squared, that is, faster electrons
lose more energy to plasma expansion and less by radiation.
The creation of high energy electrons has been substantiated by the co-incidence of
~
the present ion spectrum
x-ray continuum emission and fast ion b l ~ w o f f .However
shows the existence of the energetic electrons while the x-ray measurements exhibit the
reduction of x-rays from the low contrast interaction to the high contrast pulse
interactions. These experimental observations can be examined to characterize the
electrons produced in the present conditions by comparing x-ray emissions from
electrons of 6 keV kinetic energy with a few hundreds eV temperature and electrons of
6 keV temperature yet the total electron energy kept same for both cases.
The reduction of x-ray emission in high intensity contrast interaction can be
explained by the dependence of x-ray (continuum) emission on electron energy
distribution. The power spectra of bremsstrahlung emitted by a single electron per unit
do ,7
length in an ion density ni is expressed by a differential cross section do

where a , vi, re are the fine structure constant, ion velocity and classical electron radius,
respectively. As is seen in the expression, the emission is proportional to the ion
density and inversely to the velocity squared. Thus if the accelerated electrons consist
of monoenergetic energy distribution, the total number of photons is less than would be
emitted from a Maxwellian distribution. This is because, in a Maxwellian distribution,
there are more electrons with energies less than 6 keV which emit more photons than
monoenergetic 6 keV electrons. Therefore, the simultaneous observation of fast ion
acceleration and the reduction of x-ray emission is consistent with the ponderomotive
acceleration of electron and resulting beam-like energy distribution. The difference in

emitted power depends on the detail of the electron distribution (total number and
temperature). This argument is valid only when total number and energy of electron are
comparable in both cases and the plasma is thin enough so that the monoenergetic
electron won't thermalize before a substantial amount of energy converted to radiation
or ion expansion.

V-6 The ponderomotive acceleration and wavebreaking for producing
the energetic particles
The observed characteristics of high energy electrons can distinguish the
ponderomotive acceleration from wavebreaking in two aspects.

First the

ponderomotive force accelerates electrons to its potential and generates monoenergetic
electron emission in VE2 direction, while the wavebreaking produces a high energy tail
of Maxwellian distribution.8'

As is described above, the observation of high energy

electrons with relatively low temperature indicates a nearly monoenergetic electron
distribution and suggest the ponderomotive force as a electron acceleration mechanism
Second the number of electrons accelerated through the ponderomotive potential is
larger than that from wavebreaking. The typical ratio of hot electrons to cold
background electrons number in wavebreaking is a few percent lo, while the
pondemmotive potential could deplete the electrons in the critical region.99l1 As will
be discussed later, the number of ions measured in the experiments is comparable to the
number of ion existing in the vicinity of the critical density and suggests that almost all
of the particles participate in the acceleration process which contrasts to wavebreaking
picture. Comparison of the number of fast ions between the low contrast and high
contrast substantiates the difference of electron acceleration characteristics between
wavebreaking process and the ponderomotive acceleration, that is, the ponderomotive
acceleration (plasma-wave coupling limit) for high contrast interaction and
-wavebreakingelectron heating for low contrast interaction.

The applicability of plasma-wave coupling effects in the high contrast interaction
can be tested against the plasma conditions. The dominant mechanism between the cold
plasma wavebreaking and the warm plasma-wave coupling limit (the ponderomotive
acceleration) depends on plasma temperature. For instance, the plasma can be said to
be cold if the convection of plasma wave energy is ignorable compared with the energy
input from Ed. In this case highly localized resonance field can reach the wavebreaking
condition described in section 11-2. In Fig. 5-7, the experimental conditions are applied
to the criteria for wavebreaking (Eq. 2-23) and plotted (indicated by open circles). The
cross points are the ratio of the incident laser field in the form of electron oscillating
velocity to the electron thermal velocity. q is calculated by integrating Eq. 2-9 and 10
with a measured scale length, L,. Wavebreaking dominates the process when the
plasma conditions fall below the solid line. All of the high-contrast experimental points
fall in the region where plasma is warm and the amplitude of the resonantly oscillating
field is determined by the plasma-wave coupling effects, that is, the ponderomotive
acceleration is operative in the high contrast interaction.
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Cold plasma wavebreaking region and warm plasma-wave coupling
region determined by Eq. 2-23. The crosses indicate the ratio of
incident laser field (Vome4e) to the electron thermal velocity and the
solid line bounds the two regions. The experimental points fall in
the plasma-wave coupling region.

V-7 Thermal component of high contrast s-polarized light interaction

Although, the thermal peaks of the ion current are less prominent than the fast
peaks, they give some useful insights on the energy transport and the plasma
conditions. Here the thermal peaks are compared between two polarizations for the
high contrast case and two intensity contrasts.
As is presented in Fig. 5-3, the thermal peak from p-polarized light is larger than
that from s-polarization suggesting an additional heating of the overdense plasma by the
nonthermal electrons accelerated from the resonance region. This additional heating

was also observed by Ka emission which is consistent with the existence of the
nonthermal electrons and complemented the ion measurements. Thus the thermal peak
from p-polarized light is produced by both thermal conduction and nonthermal electron
conduction flowing toward the overdense region while, in s-polarized interaction, it is
produced by thermal rarefaction wave. Only a few percent of the energy is accounted
for by the ion energy whereas 20% overall absorption from s-polarization suggests that
most of the absorbed energy is dissipated through thermal convection. This is expected
to be very strong due to the steep density gradient in high contrast interactions.
It is interesting to note that the thermal component in s-polarization is much larger in
current and energy, compared with that of low contrast interactions (see Figs.4-3),
even in the absence of the ponderomotive acceleration. The ion acceleration in spolarization with high contrast pulses can be attributed to the existence of a very steep
pressure gradient. The gradient is expected to be even steeper than p-polarization case
since no additional accelerating mechanism such as the ponderomotive force is present.
The thermal rarefaction wave could lead to such high velocity expansion with extremely
steep density gradient. It is calculated from the angular distribution and ion charge state
measurements that the amount of ions consisting the thermal peak in s-polarization
corresponds to a 100-200A of solid target thickness, which is approximately one tenth
of that of p-polarization. The thickness of the target from which ions are produced
equals to the skin depth of metal suggesting that energy deposition takes place within a
very limited region. However, because ions expand at such high velocities and current
is proportional to the velocity, the ion current trace appears much larger than that from
low contrast interactions.

V-8 The plasma depletion in the critical density and a density cavity
When Ip exceeds 5x1015 W/cmZ, the growth of the fast ion component saturates
while the thermal component keeps growing (see Fig. 4-4). These observations

indicate the onset of new interaction mechanisms at that intensity. Plasma particle
depletion and concomitant cavity formation would be one candidate for the
interpretation of the fast ion saturation. Note that the ponderomotive acceleration is still
operative in this intensity range and that the plasma depletion and cavity formation are
additional. To examine these possibilities, the structure (spatial width) and number of
particles in the region where the ponderomotive force is acting need to be determined
The spatial width of the resonantly oscillating field, Wpe& is determined by the
13,
and &
,
largest of ( ~ , , h ~ ~ ) l vcLn/u,

l 2 where v, and Xo, are the collision

frequency and electron quiver amplitude, respectively. For the present plasma
condition, (L,,hD2)1D,the plasma wave convection, determines W m entirely and,
with Ip = 5x1015 ~ / c m 2(L,,hD2)1D
,
= 350A. The maximum ion number which can
be drawn from the critical region is the sum of ions existing in the critical region and

flowing from the overdense region. The former is estimated as ncrAspotwpeak/Z~l
yielding 2x109 ions, while the latter is given by ncrAspotCs~l&~l = 9 x 1 0 ~ions with
T, = 250 eV. Thus the saturation of the number of fast ion component takes place
approximately at 1x1010 ions which is reasonably close to the observed value of 8x10~
ions. Once plasma particles are depleted from the resonance region, the density cavity
forms there and traps incident laser electric field since it is surrounded by the critical
density. The trapped fields accumulate their energy and the enhancement finher grows
if the inertia of ions holds the field pressure. This extremely high elecmc fields in the
cavity accelerate electrons to even higher energy than resonantly oscillating field.
From the electron energy observed by the MEA, one can calculate the enhanced
field strength and examine if this picture is consistent with the experimental condition.
Once density cavity forms and EM wave begins to accumulate its energy, the
ponderomotive picture is no longer valid because the width of the oscillating field is

determined by the cavity width which has been set up by resonantly oscillating field,

Wc = hsc
at the enhancement of = l o and any further enhancement due to the cavity
formation expels electron out of the cavity region instantaneously.
The energy of electrons accelerated by the strong electric field in the cavity well
exceeds the classical limit and requires a relativistic treatment. The electron acceleration
with relativistic mass correction is

where y = ( 1 - (v/c)2) ' I R is the relativistic factor. The acceleration of electrons in
an electric field, E(t), is given by,

This equation is numerically integrated assuming that spatially uniform E(t) depends on
time like E,cosot where E, is the electric field in the cavity and that electron acceleration
takes place only within the cavity. The intensity enhancement in the cavity, q c is
defined as E,2 = qcE$, where Eg is the vacuum laser electric field. The final electron
velocity from the cavity is calculated as a function of q c and plotted in terms of
comsponding relativistic energy in Fig. 5-8.
The figure shows that the production of the 250-keV electrons observed in the
experiments requires a cavity enhancement of 1800. Balancing the incident laser
energy and the accumulating electric field energy density gives the time required for
such field development,

47CWc

87C

enhance.

where Wc is the width of cavity and 7ac is the accumulating time. It takes 100 fs to
build up 1800 times intensity enhancement in cavity which is only a fraction of the
pulse duration and thus there is enough time for the laser to build up such a field
strength. This additional absorption process further deposit laser energy into the

overdense region and increases the thermal ion production which may explain the ion
current traces with Ip > 5x1015 WIcm2.
The cavity formation at the critical surface seems to be a reasonable interpretation
for the saturation of fast ion peak. The trapped EM wave in the cavity accumulates its
energy and enhances the field amplitude. This extremely enhanced field (-2000 times)
produces highly relativistic electrons which are consistent with the observations of 250keV electrons. The formation of a cavity has been observed by both numerical
and microwave experiments. 13, l4 Using an ion probe in microwave

simulation

plasma. Wong et.al.

''

have simultaneously observed 700 times intensity enhancement

and A d n = 30% density depression. The enhanced field amplitude can be estimated by
the electron energy produced after a cavity forms.
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Concluding remarks

VI-1 Summary
Picosecond laser-plasma interaction was studied experimentally using a 1-ps, 1-pm
laser pulse with intensity range from 1014 to 1016w/cm2irradiating solid A1 targets. It
was found that the intensity contrast of interacting pulse strongly affects the
interactions. Two intensity contrasts were used in the experiments: 1) low contrast
pulse interaction where the picosecond pulse interacts with a preformed plasma, and 2)
high contrast (>105) pulse interaction where the picosecond pulse interacts with a solid
target directly and a subsequent short-density-scale length plasma. The low contrast
pulse interactions exhibit characteristics similar to those of long pulse plasma
interactions. On the other hand, the high contrast interactions exhibit a clear laser
polarization dependence and produce high energy electrons and ions. Therefore, the

primary attention of the investigation has been paid to the high contrast interaction.
A number of plasma diagnostics have been used to characterize the interaction
extensively. They include ion charge collectors, an integrating sphere (absorption), and
a K-edge filtered x-ray spectrometer. The charge collectors were chosen as a primary
plasma diagnostic since they can provide important plasma parameters such as electron
temperature, total number and energy of ions (electrons). These data were obtained by
characterizing the ion blowoff in terms of the ion velocity dismbution, the angular
dismbution of ions, and the velocity dependence of ion charge state. The absorption
and x-ray measurements supplemented the ion diagnostics.
The ion blowoff diagnostics and the comparison with other diagnostics in the high
contrast interaction give the following observations.
1) the strong emission of fast ions with -100 keV of kinetic energy.
2) the emission of the fast ion depends entirely on the p-polarized component of
laser electric field and not the laser energy.

_

3) the fast ion component canies approximately 40% of the absorbed laser energy.
4) initial kinetic energy of the electron that accelerates the fast ion is as high as 6
keV.
5) the electron distribution is fairly monoenergetic with temperature up to 450 eV,
relatively cold compared to the kinetic energy (ion velocity distribution).
6) the total energy initially borne by the electrons can be entirely accounted for by
the difference in the absorption between the polarizations (ion and Ka
measurements).
7) while both pulse contrast cases show similar absorption fraction, the high

contrast interaction exhibits the ion energy -10 times larger and the

-

continuum radiation energy 100 times smaller than the low contrast one.
These observations were interpreted by the physical picture of the pondemmotive
acceleration of electrons due to the resonantly enhanced p-polarized laser electric field at
the critical surface. The production of the large flux of the fast ion and the reduction of
the continuum radiation are consistent with the monoenergetic feature of electron
accelerated by the pondemmotive potential. Based on the interpretation, the laser field
enhancement and the plasma density scale length were calculated from the ion
measurements. The scale length was incorporated into solving Maxwell's equations
and used to estimate the enhanced field with the plasma wave coupling model. The
model calculation was found to be in good agreement with the experimental results.
The ponderomotive acceleration picture was examined against the cold plasma wave
breaking model as a high energy electron production mechanism. The comparison was
made on the maximum electric field each mechanism can sustain and the experimentally
observed parameters were found to fall in the region where the pondemmotive
acceleration dominate the process.

VI-2 Future investigation
The laser system used for the experiments has been up graded to be capable of
delivering more energy and thus operating at higher on-target intensities. It has been
already observed that as the p-polarized intensity exceeds 1015 w/cm2, the growth of
the fast ion peak saturates and the production of the super high energy (-250 keV)
electron begins. Quantitative characterization on the electrons should be performed to
clarify the relation between the two phenomena and the mechanisms of the process.
These high energy electrons could be the promising source of an ultra-short x-ray
burst with a very small spatial dimension. In fact it has been reported that x-ray
photons in MeV range are generated from a femtosecond laser irradiated plasma with
the laser intensity of 1018 w/cmZ.' Development of such x-ray sources with a high
conversion efficiency requires the understanding of the interaction mechanisms.
Particular caution has to be taken on the prepulse level so that it does not exceed the
solid damage threshold when the intensity is orders of magnitude higher than present
experiment. For instance, the pulse contrast has to be >lo7 when the main pulse
intensity is 1018 WIcm2.
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